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Summary 
Vortex wake alleviation studies were conducted 
in a wind tunnel and a water towing tank using the 
variable twist wing, a vortex-generator model capa- 
ble of controlled and measured variations in span 
load. Fourteen different configurations of the mul- 
tisegmented wing model were tested at  a Reynolds 
number of 1 x lo6 and a lift coefficient of 0.6 in the 
Langley 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel and the Hydronau- 
tics Ship Model Basin water tank at  Hydronautics, 
Inc., Laurel, Md. In the wind tunnel, detailed span 
load measurements were taken and detailed near- 
wake data obtained with hot-film anemometer and 
trailing-wing surveys. In the water tank, near- and 
far-wake trailing-wing rolling-moment surveys were 
made. The tests examined the roles of span load, 
drag, and turbulence distributions in vortex wake 
alleviation. An additional objective was to deter- 
mine whether relatively simple analytical predictions 
of span load and wake roll up could realistically char- 
acterize the vortex generator span load and the re- 
sulting vortex wake development. 
The variety of measurements allowed results to be 
correlated and their accuracy to be checked between 
test facilities as well as between wing and wake mea- 
surements. In this manner, several facility and mea- 
surement technique effects were found to have signif- 
icantly influenced portions of either the vortex wake 
roll up or the experimental quantification of vortex 
wake intensity. Detailed wind tunnel measurements 
of span load distributions on the wing and cross plane 
wakc velocities a t  a semispan downstream correlated 
well with each other and with water tank measure- 
ments of peak trailing-wing rolling moments. These 
detailed measurements were used to show that invis- 
cid analytical prediction techniques accurately por- 
trayed the vortex generator span load distribution 
and initial vortex wake development to the resolution 
limits of the data. However, meander and flow angu- 
larity in the wind tunnel prevented, in other than a 
qualitative sense, the use of wake velocity data mea- 
sured at 6 and 11 semispans downstream. Average 
trailing-wing rolling moments were shown to be un- 
reliable as a measure of the vortex intensity because 
vortex meander amplification did not scale between 
the test facilities and free-air conditions. High val- 
ues of meander amplification caused average trailing- 
wing rolling-moment data in both facilities, as well as 
wake velocity data in the wind tunnel, to falsely in- 
dicate rapid vortex decay with downstream distance. 
A tapered-span-load configuration, which exhib- 
ited little or no drag penalty, was shown to offer 
significant downstream wake alleviation to a small 
trailing wing. This wing configuration achieved wake 
alleviation through span load specification of more 
uniform vorticity shedding at  the wing trailing edge. 
In contrast, the greater downstream wake alleviation 
achieved with the addition of spoilers to a flapped- 
wing configuration was shown to result directly from 
the high incremental drag and turbulence associated 
with the spoilers and not from the span load alter- 
ation they caused. 
Introduction 
Large aircraft produce vortex wakes which can 
cause severe roll upset to encountering aircraft within 
several miles of the generating aircraft. To preclude 
hazardous operations within airport terminal areas, 
pilots are advised (and required under IFR (instru- 
ment flight rules) conditions) to maintain longitudi- 
nal aircraft spacings of up to 6 n.mi. Should these 
requirements be maintained into the 1 9 9 0 ’ ~ ~  the ben- 
efits of new four-dimensional terminal control and 
landing systems technology may be limited. The 
growth of air transportation capacity could thus be 
inhibited and its cost increased. Both near- and far- 
term solutions to the vortex wake problem are being 
sought in a joint research program conducted by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 
the Federal Aviation Administration. NASA is in- 
vestigating vortex wake alleviation and the FAA is 
pursuing wake detection and avoidance technology. 
Portions of this research are compiled in references 1 
and 2, respectively. 
Since 1970, fundamental and applied vortex wake 
research has been aimed at  understanding the physics 
of vortex fiows and determining thc effects of the 
vortex-generating aircraft and surrounding atmo- 
spheric conditions on the vortex wake roll up and 
decay. This work has encompassed a broad spec- 
trum of experimental, computational, and theoreti- 
cal aerodynamics (refs. 1 to 6); this broad-based ap- 
proach is necessitated by the extensive domain of vor- 
tex flows. From birth to death of a typical aircraft 
vortex wake system, a vast downstream distance is 
traversed and flow regimes range from inviscid to vis- 
cous and laminar to  turbulent. This complex system 
is immersed in an atmosphere that can influence the 
life of the vortex system according to its turbulence 
and stability levels. During this life cycle, the vor- 
tex wake is generally believed to pass through three 
less-than-distinct phases: (1) vortex generation and 
roll up, (2) a stable, plateau region often exhibiting 
the onset of mutual induction instabilities, and (3) 
vortex decay and breakdown. Because each phase is 
uniquely suited to certain types of experimental and 
analytical techniques, and since the wake exists over 
such a large downstream distance, most vortex wake 
research has necessarily been limited to independent 
investigation of each phase. 
Another difficulty encountered in vortex wake re- 
search is the need for very detailed knowledge of the 
wing load distribution because the aerodynamic state 
of the aircraft or model serves as the initial condition 
for the transformation from wing flow to wake flow. 
To determine the relationship between wing load dis- 
tribution and wake development, however, a variety 
of load distributions must be tested. Typically, this 
would require the use of several models, each exten- 
sively instrumented to obtain pressure distribution 
data. The cost of designing and building numerous 
models of this complexity is prohibitive. 
For this invwtigation, the requirements for multi- 
ple span loads and large downstream distances were 
met t)y testing a unique, pressure-instrumented vari- 
able twist wing (VTW) model both in a wind tun- 
nel. to obtain detailed wing and near-wake measure- 
ments, and in a water towing tank, where wake mea- 
surements were made at near- and far-downstream 
distances. The VTW, shown in figure 1, is a 
multiscgniented wing model capable of controlled 
and incasiircd variations in span load. This capa- 
bility elirni~iates the need for several models. Drag 
and tiirbulcnce distributions were varied using spoil- 
ers, splines, or drag plates. 
Spoilers and splines have becn shown to be vor- 
t cx at t (lllliiit ors (refs. 7 to 9) because whcn prop- 
crly locat c d  o i l  a vortex-gcneriitor rnodc~l or aircraft, 
t lie wak(. of  the vortcx gcnerator imposes a reduced 
rolling nioiiicwt oil  a smaller trailing wing or aircraft. 
One spccific ot)jective of these tests was to determine 
how spoilers alleviate the roll upset experienced by 
following aircraft. Thus, spoilers were used as vor- 
tex attcnuators in this investigation. However, the 
splines arid drag plates were not applied strictly as at- 
tcniiators, but instead were used to control the drag 
arid turbulence distributions of the VTW. 
Reduction of the rolling moment imposed on a 
trailing wing results from reducing the vortex tan- 
gential velocity over the region occupied by the fol- 
lowing modrl or aircraft. Peak tangential velocities 
are reduced by increasing the size of the vortex core. 
An indicator of the vortex core radius is the vortic- 
ity dispersion radius, which characterizes the spread 
of vorticity, either as shed a t  the vortex generator 
wing or in the rollrd-up vortex wake. The vorticity 
ccmtroid b / 2  and the vorticity dispersion radius (1 are 
dinvtly aiialogous to the mean arid standard devi- 
at ion of the vorticity distribution shed at the wing 
(dI”(y) /dy) .  (Sw fig. 2 . )  Similarly, in the wake, the 
vorticity ciistri1)ut ion f2(y, 2) deterrniries the vortic- 
ity criitroicl (tlic’ l i i t c d  ccntroid position is shown 
iri fig. 2 )  iilid the vorticity dispersiori radius, but the 
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latter is now a function of time or downstream dis- 
tance. For a given input angular momentum, repre- 
sented by the vortex generator centerline circulation 
r o ,  the aim is to reduce the vortex wake roll upset 
potential to a small trailing wing by increasing the 
vorticity dispersion radius in the wake. 
There are a number of ways to increase the vortic- 
ity dispersion radius. One direct approach is to alter 
the span load of the vortex generator so that the 
vorticity dispersion is greater initially. In 1933, Betz 
(ref. 10) developed an approximate analysis describ- 
ing the relationship between the span load and the 
vorticity dispersion radius. Span load alteration has 
been applied in several theoretical and experimental 
works. (See refs. 11 to 13.) A second method of 
increasing the vorticity dispersion deals with the dif- 
fusion of vorticity away from the vortex center, a pro- 
cess which occurs naturally because of laminar and 
turbulent viscous effects. In quiescent atmospheric 
conditions, if little turbulence is produced by the vor- 
tex generator, this process is much too slow. There- 
fore, the introduction of turbulence-producing de- 
vices on the vortex generator can enhance the growth 
of the vorticity dispersion radius in the downstream 
wake. Another approach is to reduce the flux of an- 
gular momentum into the wake by increasing the 
vortex generator drag distribution locally. The in- 
creased drag creates an unfavorable axial pressure 
gradient and, if properly located, retards the local 
acceleration of the vortex sheet. The convective con- 
centration of the entire sheet is thus altered, and a 
rolled-up wake with a greater vorticity dispersion ra- 
dius results. This effect is analogous to the vortex 
deintensification that occurs as a result of including 
the wing drag distribution in a Betz inviscid wake 
roll-up calculation, as described in reference 14. 
Splines increase the wing drag distribution locally 
and thereby impose an adverse axial pressure gradi- 
ent on the vortex wake. Splines also increase the 
turbulence shed into the wake. (The original design 
motivation for the splines, however, was the desirc 
to create an axial pressure gradient. See ref. 8.) 
Spoilers produce all three effects, since in addition 
to increasing the drag and turbulence distributions, 
they also alter the span load. This investigation used 
the span load tailoring capability of the VTW and 
also made selective use of splines and drag plates for 
controlling drag and turbulence distributions in or- 
der to determine the chief mechanism responsible for 
spoiler-produced vortex wake alleviation. 
Fourteen different configuratiolis of the VTW 
were tested to examine the roles of span load, drag, 
and turbulence distributions in vortcx wake allevia- 
tion with attention to performance perialties 011 the 
vortex generator. An additional ohective was to 
determine whether relatively simple analytical pre- 
dictions of span load and wake roll up could realisti- 
cally characterize the vortex generator span load and 
the resulting vortex wake development. Both the vor- 
tex generator and vortex wake measurements were 
sufficiently detailed to allow comparisons with the 
analytical predictions of each and to enable an eval- 
uation of the test facility and measurement technique 
effects. Appendixes A and B present test method de- 
tails and experimental influences, respectively. 
wing aspect ratio, b2/S 
wing span, m 
vorticity centroid of wing lift 
distribution relative to wing 
centerline (does not include 
effects of lifting centerbody) 
(see fig. 2), m 
normalized vorticity centroid of 
wing lift distribution relative to 
wing centerline (does not include 
effects of lifting centerbody) 
axial-force coefficient , AxtApe 
drag coefficient (referenced to 
geometric angle of attack a) ,  
i23 
drag coefficient corrected for pos- 
sible angle-of-attack inaccuracies, 
CN sin(a + ao)  + C A  cos(a + u o )  
900s 
lift coefficient (referenced to 
geometric angle of attack a) ,  
a 
lift coefficient corrected for possi- 
ble angle-of-attack inaccuracies, 
CN cos(a + ao) - CA sin(a + ao)  
900s 
Lift 
centerbody lift coefficient, 
Centerbody lift 
900s 
lift coefficient integrated from 
right wing cp data, 
magnitude of maximum average 
C1,Tw value measured for a 
vortex of significant strength in 
a Y-2 cross plane with trailing 
wing at  fixed y, z position 
magnitude of maximum C~,TW 
value measured for a vortex of 
significant strength in a Y - 2  
cross plane 
trailing-wing rolling-moment 
coefficient, Rolling moment 
normal-force coefficient, 
900Ab 
Normal force 
900s 
wing chord, m 
section lift coefficient, Sec$zc lift 
ce at  wing centerline 
section normal-force coefficient 
integrated from chordwise cp 
data 
static pressure coefficient, 
vorticity dispersion radius of 
wing lift distribution relative 
to vorticity centroid position 
(does not include effects of lifting 
centerbody) (see fig. 2), m 
indices 
incremental length vector, m 
grid square element length on 
interpolated wake velocity grid, 
m 
index for labeling vorticity 
contour levels, where !&/Urn = 
f e n / 2 ,  n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
static pressure, Pa 
dynamic pressure, Pa 
radius from center of vortex, m 
wing reference area, m2 
VTW semispan, m 
lift centroid position of wing lift 
distribution (does not include 
effects of lifting centerbody) (see 
time, sec 
total velocity vector, m/sec 
900 
fig. 2), m 
velocity components in X ,  Y ,  2 
Cartesian coordinate system, 
respectively, m/sec 
3 
averaged velocity components 
in X ,  Y ,  2 Cartesian coordinate 
system, respectively, m/sec 
interpolated velocity components 
in X ,  Y ,  2 Cartesian coordinate 
system, respectively, m/sec 
right-hand Cartesian coordinate 
system originating at centerline 
of VTW trailing edge with X 
aligned to wind tunnel or water 
tank longitudinal centerline, Y 
aligned horizontally along right 
wing and perpendicular to X .  
and 2 aligned vertically upward 
(see fig. 3) 
VTW body axis aligned with 
local chord and originating at 
wing leading edge 
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical 
dimensions along X ,  Y ,  2 Carte- 
sian coordinate system, ni 
dimension along XLE axis, m 
lateral vorticity centroid of VTW 
wake relat ive to wing ccmtcrlinc, 
111 
y riiagnitutle at which C~,AV 
nicasurement oht ained, m 
y value of vortex center deter- 
mined from wake velocity mea- 
surcnients, m 
geometric angle of attack of wing 
centerline chord, deg 
angular offset between free- 
stream velocity and a = Oo, (leg 
wing segment twist angle relative 
to wing centerline chord (wing 
segment leading edge up is 
posit ivc), drg 
vorticity dispersion radius for a 
Gaussim distrit)ution of vorticity, 
I r i  
circrilat ioii Iricwurcd over wake 
survcy cross p la i i~  ill seitiispaii 
wakr of VTW (see fig. 2) ,  111~/sec 
I'o 
I' ' 
P 
R 
circulation at  wing centerline 
as derived from lift distribution 
measurements (does not include 
effects of lifting centerbody) (see 
fig. 21, m2/sec 
circulation distribution along 
VTW semispan as derived from 
lift distribution measurements 
(does not include effects of lifting 
centerbody) (see fig. a ) ,  m2/sec 
density, kg/m3 
standard deviation of u velocity 
component, m/sec 
standard deviation of w velocity 
component, m/sec 
streamwise component of vortic- 
ity measured over wake survey 
cross plane in semispan wake of 
VTW (see fig. 2), sec-l 
Subscript: 
00 free-stream conditions 
Test Facilities 
Two test facilities were used in this investigation: 
the Langley 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel and the Hydro- 
nautics Ship Model Basin (HSMB), a water towing 
tank at  Hydronautics, Inc., Laurel, Md. The wind 
tiinnel tests emphasized detailed model aerodynamic 
data and detailed near-wake data, whereas the wa- 
ter tank tests were used primarily to  collect far-wake 
rolling-momcmt data. 
Langley 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel 
The test section of the Langley 4- by 7-Meter 
Tunnel (fig. 1) has a height of 4.42 m, a width of 
6.63 m, and a length of 15.24 m. The VTW was 
bladc rnounted atop a sting in the upstream end of 
the test section, near the entrance cone, and rnain- 
tainetl at test section centerline during test runs. An- 
gle of attack was determined from an accelerometer 
mounted in the fuselage. A six-component strain- 
gauge balance was used to  determine lift and drag 
for the wing and centerbody conibinat ion. 
A survey rig, also pictured in figure 1, was used 
in t hese tests for Y,  2 cross plane sampling of either 
t hc. t hrce wake vc.locity colnponrlit s or the rolling 
Illoiiic~nt 011 a trailing-wing rnod~l  in the VTW wake. 
Tlici siirvey rig could be positioned ir i  the test section 
from 1 to 11 se.mispans behiiid the VTW. Either a 
hot-film probe or a trailing-wing 1110dd was mounted 
to the motor-driven traverse mechanism on the sur- 
vey rig to  allow both lateral and vertical movements. 
Digital encoders on the traverse mechanism provided 
the lateral and vertical position of the sensor during 
test runs. 
Hydronautics Ship Model Basin Water Tank 
The HSMB is a water towing tank facility 125 m 
long and 7.32 m wide, with a water depth of 3.81 m. 
Two independently powered carriage systems were 
used to propel the VTW and trailing-wing models 
through the tank. (See fig. 3.) The VTW quarter- 
chord line was located 1.12s below the waterline 
and the model was attached overhead to  the lead 
carriage by a blade mounted to a tilt table. The 
tilt table provided for angle-of-attack adjustment. 
Variable reluctance force measuring block gauges 
(ref. 15), attached internally to the VTW centerbody, 
measured lift and drag from the model wing only. 
(Centerbody forces were not measured.) 
The trailing-wing carriage had a motor-driven 
scan system which traversed 46 cm vertically during 
each run at a rate of 4 cm/sec through the wake of 
the VTW. The lateral position of the blade-mounted 
trailing wing was changed manually between runs. 
Separation distance between the two models was 
determined using the time differential for the two 
carriages to pass the midlength point of the water 
tank and the measured speed of the two carriages. 
Prior vortex wake work in this facility indicated 
that 15 rriinutes between runs was sufficient time 
to allow the model-induced turbulence levels in the 
tank to  damp t:, quiescent conditions. hlthoiigh the 
turbulence was not measured directly, a comparison 
of flow field steadiness at z/s = 11 in both test 
facilities indicated a substantially lower turbulence 
level in the water tank. 
Models 
Variable Twist Wing 
Two variable twist wing (VTW) models were 
used during this investigation: an extensively instru- 
mented aluminum model which provided force and 
moment data as well as detailed span load measure- 
ments in the wind tunnel, and an anodized aluminum 
model which provided force and moment data only in 
the water tank. The wind tunnel VTW was mounted 
atop a faired support strut which attached to the 
centerbody. The water tank VTW was mounted be- 
low a faired support strut which attached to the tail 
cone. Other than model installation differences, the 
VTW models were geometrically identical and were 
the same size. 
The VTW model is shown mounted in the wind 
tunnel in figure 1, and a schematic with dimensions 
is shown in figure 4. The model had a metal wing 
with an aspect ratio of 7, a span of 2.489 m, and an 
NACA 0012 airfoil section. The wing consisted of 
72 segments (each 2.96 cm wide and independently 
rotatable about its quarter chord), with 36 installed 
on each side of a wing center panel of 35.56 cm 
span fixed to the centerbody. A body-of-revolution 
wing-tip cap was fitted to each wing tip and twisted 
in unison with the final outboard wing segment. 
Spoilers, splines, or drag plates were added to several 
VTW configurations, as shown in figure 5. These 
devices were centered at  y/s = f0.607 and the 
splines and drag plates were mounted aft of the 
trailing edge at  about z/s  = 0.122 (or z/c = 0.43). 
The wind tunnel VTW model had 580 pressure 
taps for measurement of spanwise and chordwise 
pressure distributions. Pressure coefficient data were 
obtained along 19 spanwise positions on the right 
wing and 1 symmetrically matching position just left 
of the wing centerline. Spanwise and correspond- 
ing chordwise positions of each pressure orifice are 
given in table I. Right-wing segments were hollowed 
to accept either pressure orifice tubing or electronic 
scanning pressure transducers and associated wiring. 
Generally, alternate segments contained the pressure 
transducers, which accepted the pressure orifice in- 
puts from the adjacent segment through openings in 
each side of the segment. These openings were sized 
and located to accommodate up to 15' twist between 
adjacent segments without unscaling the openings to 
the free stream. Pressure data were taken under 
cemputer contro! with a! 580 orifices electronically 
scanned and recorded in 0.1 sec. 
Thus, the VTW design allowed the span load 
distribution to be tailored via wing segment twist, 
and the pressure instrumentation permitted accurate 
measurement of the pressure distribution over the 
wing. Fourteen VTW configurations that differed in 
either wing twist distribution or wing device installa- 
tions were tested for this investigation. The configu- 
rations, shown in figure 6, are categorized into three 
groups-continuous span load distributions, partial- 
span-flap span load distributions, and alleviated vor- 
tex wake configurations. This grouping system dif- 
ferentiates between the configurations of group I, 
which produced one predominant vortex per semi- 
span, and those of group 11, which shed multiple semi- 
span vortices. The configurations of group I11 were 
tested to examine the mechanism of spoiler-produced 
vortex wake alleviation. The configurations are 
given designations and are described in table 11. 
These groupings and configuration designations will 
be utilized throughout the remainder of this report. 
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Details of the wing twist distributions and wing 
device installations are given in table I11 and are 
plotted with the span load data. 
Trailing Wing 
Measuring the rolling moment on a smaller wing 
positioned in the wake of the vortex generator has 
become an accepted means of quantifying the hazard 
posed by the vortex wake system of a particular 
configuration. (See refs. 16 to  27.) The aspect-ratio- 
5.35 trailing wing used for these tests has a span 
equal to 13 percent of the VTW span. A photograph 
aiid dimensions of t he unswcpt trailing-wing model 
installed on t he wind t iinriel traverse mechanism are 
prcstwtcd in figiirc. 7. In each test facility, the model 
was rnoiinted 011 a roll balance and attached to a 
trav(mc mechanism capatdc of positioning the model 
both laterally and vertically as required in the VTW 
wakr. Thc trailing-wing balance used in the water 
tank tests also measured lift and drag. Positive 
and negative lift on the trailing wing was used to  
determine if it was in an upwash or downwash region. 
This dctcrmination aided in positioning the wing 
rtlat ivc to major-strength vortices. 
Test Method 
The VTW was testctl at a Reynolds nuriiber of 
I x t)ased on wing chord, iii tmth facilities. 
This coiidit ioti rrquirrd frer-st rcaiii dynamic prcs- 
siirc and volocity values of 1005 Pit and 40.52 m/sec, 
rcq)cc.tivcly, i r i  the  wirid tunnel and 5049 Pa and 
3.179 n i / s ( ~ ,  respcctivc~ly, in the watcr tank. All niea- 
siiroirieiits of VTW span load distributions, trailing- 
wing rolling iiioInents, and wake velocities were made 
with tho VTW at a CL of 0.6 to avoid stall over 
any twistcd portion of thc wing. Additional VTW 
aerodynamic data were taken through an angle-of- 
attack range in the wind tunnel. The types of data 
taken in this investigation are summarized in table IV 
according to downstream distance and test facility. 
(:encrally. the wind tunnel test was used to obtain 
dctailcd niodcl and near-wake data and thc water 
tank test was used to obtain far-wake rolling-moment 
data. The following paragraphs summarize each set 
of nieasiircinents in  both facilities; details of the mea- 
surement tochriiqiies are presented in appendix A. 
Wind tiinnel measiireiiients of CL and CD for 
each VTW corifigurat ion were taken from an an- 
glc of at tack of -4’ to twyorid stall in iricrcnicnts 
of‘ 2’. ICxwpt o r i  t l i c  untwist cd wing configuration 
(VTW I ) ,  wittcr i iuik iiic’;tsiirciiicrits of the  loiigitudi- 
i ia l  ;wrociyii:tiiiic (1at it worv mad(. only at  CL = 0.6. 
Scvrral factors i i i f l i i c w c d  t lie w*curacy and repeata- 
bility of t h ~  ( ’L itIi(l C’u iii(’~tsiir(iiii(~iits o1)taint.d in 
both facilities. At CL = 0.6, force balance accu- 
racy for lift was within f4.5 percent in the wind 
tunnel and f l . 1  percent in the water tank, whereas 
drag accuracy of the utilized force balances was quite 
poor-for a worst case situation, drag accuracy was 
possibly only within f 5 3  percent in the wind tunnel 
and f25  percent in the water tank. The data signals 
from both test facilities were low-pass filtered and av- 
eraged over long time periods to remove the effects 
of model vibrations, flow turbulence, and qoo fluctu- 
ations. Although these techniques could not improve 
the measiirenierit accuracy, they brought the overall 
repeatability for CL to  within f 3  percent in both fa- 
cilities and improved the CD repeatability to within 
f 7  percent in the wind tunnel and f 3  percent in 
the water tank. This level of CD consistency was 
adequate for the purposes of the present tests since 
drag was mcwured mainly to obtain significant CD 
differences between VTW configurations in the same 
facility. 
As noted previously, electronic scanning pressure 
transducers were incorporated within VTW wing 
segments for the wind tunnel test to allow computer- 
controlled recording of all 580 pressure orifice val- 
lies in about 0.1 sec. These values were then trans- 
forrried to c p  data, integrated chordwise to obtain 
span load pressure distributions, and integrated over 
the right wing to obtain the wing-alone lift coefficient 
C L , ~ .  The accuracy of the electronic scanning pres- 
sure transducers assured that each chordwise cn inte- 
gration was within f0 .02  of the true value and that 
overall CL,?, error was typically less than f 2  percent. 
Several parameters were computed from the mea- 
sured span load distributions for comparison with the 
measured vorticity distributions in the wake and also 
with the trailing-wing rolling-moment data. The lift 
centroid 3, wing centerline circulation ro, vorticity 
centroid b/2, and vorticity dispersion radius d werc 
calculated as shown in appendix A. This report em- 
phasizes span load data derived from the pressure 
distribution measurements rather than chordwise c p  
data. Complete chordwise arid spanwisc c p  measure- 
ments for the VTW configurations tested in the wind 
tunnel are given in reference 28. 
Trailing-wing rolling-moment surveys of the VTW 
wake were made at  four downstream distances ~ 
near-field data were taken in the wind tunnel a t  
x/s = 6 and 11, and far-field data with a near-field 
overlap were taken in the water tank at L / S  = 11, 40, 
and 70. In the wind tunnel, thr trailing-wing rolling- 
moinent signal was sent through a 0.1-Hz low-pass 
filter and the output was averaged over a long pe- 
riod at each y ,  z survey point. I n  thc water tank, 
the trailing-wing rolling-momc.rit sigriiil was recorded 
with a 20-Hz resolution in an a~ialog forriiat from 
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which peak and long-period average data were deter- 
mined. In both facilities, a sufficient number of runs 
were made at each downstream survey cross plane 
to insure that the maximum rolling-moment coeffi- 
cient had been measured for each vortex of signifi- 
cant strength. These maximum rolling moments are 
presented as C~,PK for water tank peak data and as 
C l , ~ v  for wind tunnel and water tank averaged data. 
Wake velocity surveys were made in the wind 
tunnel at  three downstream positions (z/s = 1, 6, 
and 11) behind the right wing for each of four wing 
twist configurations (VTW4, VTW7, VTW7S0, and 
VTW7S3). At each downstream location, semispan 
cross plane surveys of u, u, and w velocities were 
niade using a three-component hot-film probe at- 
tached to the traverse mechanism on the survey rig. 
The hot-film probe traversed the cross plane contin- 
uously at  1.3 cm/sec along about 55 horizontal rows 
which were separated vertically by 1.3 cm (0.01s) 
in high-vorticity regions and spread to about 5 cm 
(0.04s) apart near the upper and lower cross plane 
boundaries. The analog hot-film voltage signals were 
sampled at the rate of 50 points per second and 0.02s 
spatial averages of probe position and flow velocities 
were computed in running-average fashion for each 
horizontal traverse. To compute vorticity (a) con- 
tours within each cross plane, the averaged velocities 
were linearly interpolated to a 0.02s (2.6-cm) mesh 
grid and vorticity was determined at the center of 
each grid square by taking the line integral of velocity 
around thc square per unit area. Additional details 
of the computation of the vorticity cross planes can 
bo found ir, appendix -4. The interpolated vclocities 
were also used to determine the total circulation r 
and the lateral vorticity centroid position y in the 
wake cross plane for comparison with their counter- 
parts measured on the VTW, ro and b/2. 
Presentation of Results 
Results are presented under the five text subhead- 
ings listed in the first column of the table below. 
Figures pertinent to each subheading are also listed. 
Within each subheading (except that entitled Pre- 
dicted and Measured Vortex Wake Development) the 
results will be addressed in the following order: 
Aerodynamic data 
Span load data 
Trailing-wing rolling-moment data 
Wake velocity data 
Additional overall results are presented in tables V 
to VII. 
Text subheading 
Effects of Facilhies and 
Measurement Techniques 
Predicted and Measured Vortex 
Wake Development 
Effects of Continuous Span 
Load Distributions 
Effects of Partial-Span-Flap 
Span Load Distributions 
Effects of Alleviated Vortex 
Wake Configurations 
Text 
Page 
24 
27 
31 
35 
37 
Pertinent, 
figures 
B l - B l l  
8--11 
12-16 
17-21 
22-28 
Discussion 
Effects of Facilities and Measurement 
Techniques 
Several facility and measurement technique ef- 
fects were found to have significantly influenced por- 
tions of either the vortex wake roll up or the experi- 
mental quantification of vortex wake intensity. These 
findings and their impact on the interpretation of the 
test results are summarized here. A detailed discus- 
sion of these results can be found in appendix B, 
entitled Experimental Influences. 
Aerodynamicdata. A comparison of the wind tun- 
nel and water tank VTWl aerodynamic dara from ail 
cy of -6" to 16' was made to ascertain that the CL 
and CD data correlated between facilities and thus 
that the wakes shed at the wing trailing edge were 
similar. It was determined that CL and CD data 
could be correlated between the test facilities once 
angle-of-attack corrections were applied. Although 
flow angles were not measured directly in either test 
facility, this and other investigations with the VTW 
and similar models indicated a wind tunnel cy cor- 
rection of about +0.5' due to flow angularity and a 
water tank cy correction of about -0.5' due to refer- 
ence frame offsets. Application of these corrections 
correlated the two data sets well. Since CD is very 
sensitive to cy corrections (a 1' correction in angle of 
attack changes CD by 33 percent) and because the 
exact cy correction for each facility is unknown, the 
CD data cited in this report are uncorrected and are 
useful mainly for drag comparisons between VTW 
configurations in the same facility. 
The survey rig was located at x/s = 6 or 11 
when aerodynamic data were measured through an (Y 
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range. At these locations. the survey rig had no effect 
on the aerodynamic data. However, when the survey 
rig was used for niaking wake velocity surveys behind 
the right wing at z/s = 1. it caused an upwash 
of greater than 0.6” across the right wing and an 
increased CL. The effect of the survey rig on the 
wake velocity data at this station was negated for the 
most part by making a reduction in Q to maintain 
CL = 0.6. This reduction left a small swirl in the 
wake iridiiced by the higher loading on the right wing 
of the VTW. 
Span load data. Wind tiinnel pressure distri- 
h i t  ioii incwurcrrirnts on all VTW configurations in- 
dic*;ittd a wing ccnt erline span load asynimetry. A 
siiiiill lateral flow angularity toward the left wing 
cii1ised the ceiitcrhody to block the flow on the lower 
surface of the wing just left of centerline and thereby 
rcd~iced re at y/s  = -0.0612. Negligible rolling nio- 
iiiciit on tho VTW indicated that the span load effect 
was localized just left of centerline. For this reason, 
the cp data at y/s = -0.0612 were ignored in eval- 
uating ( ’L .~ ,  S ,  ro. b/2, and d.  (The determination 
of thcsc valurs from the span load data is given in 
appcwdix A, )  
Whorl the lift of thc centerbody was takcii into 
account iritcgriitions of wing lift from the pressure 
(list rihitioii data agrcwl well with the lift nieasiircd 
cod(. Wits  iisccl t o  iipproximit c the ccnt crbody lift. 
Siiiw t l ic  distri1)iit ion of lift on tlie centerbody was 
iiiikriowii. its c4’ect o i l  S ,  I‘oT b / 2 ,  arid 2 is not 
iiicluclt.cl. 
by t 1 1 ~  for(.(’ l)iilitiic(’. A pot(’1it id-flow 1)iiIicl niet hod 
Trailing- wing rolling-moment data. Averaged 
trailing-wing rolling-moincnt data were significantly 
irifliieiiccd by vortex Irieandcr in both test facilities. 
In thc wind ti inrid,  vortex rneander increased from 
an miplitiidt of about 0.02s at z/s  = 1 to about 
0.2,s at z /s  = 11. In the water tank, meander ampli- 
tiidr Yitiigd from ricgligible at z/s = I1 to at least 
0 . 1 3 s  at T / S  = 70. As a rcwilt of this meander, the 
1nodcl was not cciitorcd steadily in tlie vortex, arid 
thus (’~.Av data falsely indicated rapid vortex decay 
with downst rcaiii distance becausc t hc long averaging 
pc.riod atrid incrvasing meandcr effectively enlarged 
t lic spatial averaging xo~ie. In both test facilities, 
t liv iIi(~iiii(l(~r arnplificat ion was well beyolid that ex- 
pwttd i i i  c a l ~ r i  iir. possibly because of arnbient tur- 
I)iilrtico or the. cwlosiitg walls of each test facility. 
( SW itI)~)(’iitlix I3 for ii clisciissioii of the rricaiidcr am- 
I)lificitt io i i . )  ‘l’lio clioico of ;t short cr avrragiiig period 
was  t 1111s o i i t  irvly itrl)it ritry sin(-r thc. averagc (,’l,TW 
woril(1 (*orr($liit (1 wit Ii fiill-scalt~ roll iipsc’t only iiiiclcr 
si1iiiliit. ~ t i ( w i ( l w  cwiiclit ioiis. 
To illustrate the length of the rolling-moment av- 
eraging periods, the water tank and wind tunnel av- 
eraging periods can be scaled such that the VTW 
represents a full-scale transport airplane. Doing so 
yields full-scale periods of 18 and 64 sec, respec- 
tively. A comparison of these averaging periods with 
the typical 1- to 3-sec period of a vortex encounter 
shows that the experimental averaging periods are 
far from characteristic aircraft roll response times. 
In comparison, the peak rolling-moment data con- 
tained fluctuations with a period analogous to  about 
0.05 sec at full scale. Thus, C l , p ~  can be expected 
to provide a better nieasure than c i ,AV of the poten- 
tial roll upsc.t for calni-air conditions. Because the 
predominant rriearidcr period was long (equivalent to  
the Crow instability period in the water tank), the 
relatively short response time for CL,PK data allowed 
consistent Cl ,pK values to be obtained for a given 
tangential velocity profile regardless of meander level. 
Thereforc, C l , p ~  data (where available) will be used 
over C l , ~ v  data in evaluating attainment of down- 
stream alleviation by a VTW configuration. 
Wake velocity data. Several factors influenced 
the accuracy and applicability of the wake veloc- 
ity data measured in the wind tunnel. Two factors 
which affected the measured velocity near the vortex 
core werr oscillations of the hot-film probe and vor- 
tcx meander. Probe oscillation effects were negated 
by the 100 point per 0.02s spatial averaging tech- 
niqw applied to the data; however, vortex meander 
effectively increased the spatial averaging of the ve- 
locity and vorticity profiles. Because vortex meander 
increased with downstream distance, the measured 
vorticity profiles at both z /s  = 6 and z /s  = 11 were 
significantly reduced and distorted. Thus, as it did 
for averaged trailing-wing rolling-moment data, mc- 
ander amplification caused the wake velocity data to 
falsely portray rapid vortex decay with downstream 
distance. Another factor that influenced the accu- 
racy of the complete cross plant of velocity data was 
a right-to-lcft wing flow angularity which caused thc 
vertical VTW mounting blade to shed its own wake 
into the cross plane beyond z/s = 1. In view of 
these contaminations, the wake velocity data wcre 
quantitatively accurate within 10 to 20 percent only 
a t  x / s  = 1. At z / s  = 6 and 11, these data must 
bo taken as qualitative arid were useful primarily in 
judging whether complete merger of niult iple vortices 
withiii the wake had occurred. 
Predicted and Measured Vortex Wake 
Development 
This discussioii addresses corrrlat ioii  of t hc. VTW 
span load with vortex wilkr devc+q)iiient. 
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Comparisons of the measured vorticity data and pre- 
dicted vorticity distributions based on both measured 
and predicted span loads are made at x/s = 1. One 
objective is to determine if wake development can be 
characterized accurately using relatively simple tech- 
niques to predict span load distribution and vortex 
wake roll up. A second, more specific objective is to 
evaluate the degree of similarity between wind tun- 
nel and water tank VTW configurations chosen to 
match the span load of VTW7So (the configuration 
utilizing spoilers for downstream wake alleviation). 
First, to establish that the vorticity measure- 
ments at x / s  = 1 were in correspondence with the 
span load measurements and that significant contam- 
ination had not yet resulted from wind tunnel flow 
asymmetries, a vortex blob code was utilized to pre- 
dict wake development with the measured span load 
as input. The vortex blob technique is discussed in 
detail by Leonard in reference 29. As an initial condi- 
tion for the blob code. the wing vorticity distribution 
was derived in a manner similar to that of Weston 
and Liu (ref. 30) by discretization of the measured 
span load distribution into 50 equally spaced Gaus- 
sian vortices, each having a constant vorticity dis- 
persion radius p. The thickness of the shed vorticity 
sheet was then proportional to p, which was found 
to best represent the velocity data for all VTW con- 
figurations when set to 0.0185s. As expected, this 
value was very near the wake averaging length, or 
the resolution limit of the data set. 
As the vortex blob technique is essentially in- 
viscid, it cannot be applied to model the wake of 
VTW7So hecause of the turbulent and separated 
flow caused by the spoilers. Of the three remain- 
ing VTW configurations having measured wake ve- 
locity, VTW7S3 had the most complex wake. The 
computation of its wake development based on the 
measured span load is compared with the measured 
vorticity field at x / s  = 1 in figure 8. Although the 
inviscid nature of the roll up for the unseparated-flow 
VTW configurations may be considered dominant up 
to x/s = 11, comparisons of predicted and measured 
wake vorticity beyond z/s = 1 are pointless because 
of the unsteady nature of the flow field and the re- 
sultant effects on the measurements. 
The prediction shown in figure 8(b) matches the 
measured data well in terms of the distribution of 
the residual vorticity sheet and the strengths and 
positions of the dominant vortices. Note that the 
inboard region of negative (opposite sign) vorticity 
is predicted from the asymmetric loading measured 
at  wing centerline. This region is predicted as more 
extensive than measured because the centerline Ce 
was taken as the average of measured values on either 
side of the center. A more realistic result of the 
lateral-flow angularity would be to reduce the lift 
across the centerline only near the centerbody ( y / s  < 
0.03). The positive vorticity seen on the centerline 
in the plot of measured data (fig. 8(c)) is believed 
to have resulted from the combined vorticities shed 
from the VTW support blade under the influence of 
the lateral flow and the VTW centerbody, neither 
of which is modeled in the prediction. The small 
region of negative vorticity measured near the tip 
vortex was found in three of the four measured cross 
planes at  z/s = 1 and resulted from sharp wing- 
tip load changes as the rapidly developing tip vortex 
curled over the aft portion of the wing tip. This span 
load “discontinuity” was measured directly on several 
VTW configurations and was found by Weston on 
an aspect-ratio-6 wing (ref. 31). However, its small 
scale eluded span load measurements on most VTW 
configurations. This discontinuity can be modeled 
by cubic spline fits to the span load data at  the 
wing tip. Although it is not shown, initialization 
of the blob routine with such a data set resulted in 
a similar portrayal of the tip vortex and negative 
vorticity regions at  x/s = 1. 
The overall fidelity of the comparison shown in 
figure 8 establishes a good correlation between VTW 
span load measurenients and wake survey measure- 
ments at  z/s = 1. The next step is to determine 
if wake development can be characterized accurately 
with a relatively simple span load prediction tech- 
nique used to initialize a vortex blob calculation of 
wake roll up to X I S  = 1. Span load distributions were 
computed for all VTW configurations (except those 
with spoilers, splines, or drag plates) with the vor- 
tex lattice program of reference 32.  Tile VTW span 
load distribution was rrlodeled for the vortex lattice 
code as 420 horseshoe vortices on a semispan with 
10 horseshoe vortices per wing segment. Each seg- 
ment was given a local angle of attack, represent- 
ing the wing twist (Aa) ,  and the centerline angle of 
attack was added all along the semispan. All com- 
parisons of the measured and predicted span loads 
utilized a vortex lattice centerline angle of attack 
chosen to match the lattice-predicted CL with the 
pressure-integrated C L , ~  rather than with the force- 
balance-measured CL. This choice allowed a compar- 
ison of the measured and predicted dceldy (which is 
directly related to the strength of the vorticity shed 
at  the wing trailing edge) since neither the lattice- 
predicted CL nor the pressure-integrated C L , ~  in-
cluded the centerbody lift that was embodied in the 
force-balance-measured C,. 
Figure 9 presents a comparison of predicted and 
measured spanwise vorticity distributions at  the 
trailing edge for four VTW configurations. Wake ve- 
locity surveys were made behind three of these. No 
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velocity survey was made behind VTW2, which is 
includcd in the comparison because it exhibited the 
sharpest span load gradients of all the VTW config- 
urat ions tested. In the figure, measured d c e / d ( y / s )  
values wcrc derived from linear point-to-point span 
load slopes arid assigned at the midpoints of 9-station 
data pairs. whereas predicted dca/d( y/s) values were 
output from a 51-point (equally spaced) cubic spline 
fit to the lattice span load prediction at 42 equally 
spaced sciiiispari positions. 
It  cipp(wh fro111 figurr I) that the lattice tcch- 
tiiqiic is ca1)al)l(> of providing a realistic assessment 
of s1);tIiwiw vorticity distri1)iition at  tho wing trailing 
c~ lgo .  As would bo cxpc’ct cd, tlic largest discrcpan- 
ties occ*iirrc~l itt t 1ic high-gradient regions of the span 
load. Tlicsv cliscwpaticics arc probably at tributablc 
to t 11c truly t lirc~c~-diiiic~risioiial nature of wing flow 
atid tliiis of sp;tti loitd dtvc~loprnrlit. The obviously 
tlir(~c~-cliriic~risioii~il sI)it11 load “discontinuity” caused 
by t l i r i  wing-tip vortcx for VTW2 is, of course, iiot 
prcvlictcd by thc liitticr technique. A question re- 
niairis a s  t o wlict hw t l i t ~  types of discrepancies arc 
significaiit whcn witkt’ iriitiatiori is computed with a 
sI)itt ial r(\sOlut ioii 011 the. ordcr of 0.02s, th r  witkc itv- 
eritgiiig lmgtli. 
Thc lat t iw preclict ioiis waliiat od i i i  f ig i i r~ 9 wore 
ut i l i m l  wit 11 thc. vortcx blot) t(~clitiiqii(~ to prcdict 
VTW7. ; t i id VTW7S:$. T l i ~ s ~  rcsiilts arc ~ o ~ ~ i p i t r d  
wit I1 t 1 1 ~ 1  (’01 r(I\l)oii(liiig vorticity t i ~ ~ ~ i t s i ~ r ~ ~ t i i ~ ~ t i t s  ir i  fig- 
i i t x ’  I O .  Tli(~ ovc3r;tll cliitrwtci tt ioii of witkc’ dcv~l-  
o p t i i c ’ t i t .  iiicslucliiig vorticity d is t r ih t  ion itrld iriagiii- 
t i i c l r ,  is h w i i  to be very good. Even thc riiultiple 
coiicriit ritt ions of vorticity, which arc bclicvcd to  be 
diic to  tho 1’ wing scgincrit twist c1iscoritinuitic.s of 
tlw VTW4 csorifigiiratioti. arc prctlictcd well. These 
comparisons are niciiriingful only at and abovc the 
spatial rcsolut ion limit of the data, which was de- 
t crtniiicd by t lie 100-point averaging technique and 
t hr  spat ia1 itv(~rttgi1lg caused by vortex rricandcr. At 
S / S  = 1, thcsc. conibiiicd effects prodiictd a spatial 
rosoliit iori l i i r i i t  of about 0.02s to 0.04s. At scales 
siiiiillcr tliit1l this, t lie vortcx blob prcdic*tioti is artifi- 
cially forc~d to iiiatch the avcngcd vorticity field by 
t h c .  clioicc of it vorticity shwt tliickrwss parameter 
that is proport ioriitl t o  thc spatial averaging length 
of t lit. (~xp(~riiiioiit a1 ~~~easi i re~~iei i ts .  
Tlici witicl tuiiiic.1 and wator tank tests each uti- 
l i m l  V‘I‘W (wifigiiratiotis t l l i t t  werc twisted slightly 
( l i f f ‘ c ~ t  ( s t i t  ly i i i  i t t t c i i i p t >  to mt tc l i  thv c’xpcv’t(v1 spa11 
t i t i i v  01 t l i o  t w t >  t i ( w s h i t  ;tt(vl t l i c w  approxiit1:Lt iorls 
; t t i ( I  t x ~ ~ i i l t ~ v l  i t i  V‘I’W7S2 I)c411g tcist(d i l l  t l w  wtttcr 
t i t ~ ~ k  it i icl  V‘I‘W~SI( h i r i g  tc’stwl i l l  tlici witid t i i r i r ic~l .  
Of t l i ( w  t l i t  ( ~ 1  cwiifigiirat ioiis. spa11 load t1ioas1irc- 
t 11(’ vert (’X witkt’ d(~v(~lo1)lil(~lit t o  S / S  = I for VTW4, 
l o < t ~ l  V‘I’L2’7So. l t i ( ~ o i t I l ) I ( ~ t ( ~  Sl)iti i  lo;t(l dttt:t itt the 
ments were obtained only on VTW7So and VTW7S3. 
As shown in figure 11, the differences between the 
three configurations in ternis of their measured and 
expected vorticity distributions at the wing trailing 
edge are minor. 
Effects of Continuous Span Load 
Distributions 
Aerodynamic data. Figlire 12 compares the aero- 
dynamic data of VTW configurations in group I- 
continuous span load distributions. All four config- 
urations w ( w  bclow stall at the CL = 0.6 test con- 
dition, arid interest itigly, considering the wide vari- 
ation in span loads t)ctwtwi the configurations, all 
exhibited about the same measured drag level at 
C?L = 0.6. This result was verified in the water tank 
(see tablc VII),  whcrc VTWl (the untwisted wing) 
and VTW4 (the tapered span load configuration) had 
essentially idmt ical CD nieasiireinciits a t  CL = 0.6. 
Span load data. As c;tn be seen in figure 13, 
the vortc.x-lattice-predicted span loads compare fa- 
vorably with the nieasured span loads, with rna- 
jor discropancics occurring only at the wing tip of 
VTWl ,  VTW2, and VTW3, and the wing center- 
line of VTW4. Vortex lattice underprediction at  the 
wing tip WBS caiisccl by the rapid roll up and passage 
of thc tip vortcx over the aft portion of the wing 
tip. Exaniiiiat ion of the most outboard chordwise c p  
data (ref. 28) showed that the wing-tip vortex influ- 
enced thc last half of the wing chord. Over predic- 
tion at the wing centerline of VTW4 was probably 
due to ceritort)ody influence at  the high angle of at- 
tack of this configuration. Because VTW4 had the 
largest negative discrepancy between measured CI, 
and C L , ~  (table V) and because the lattice predic- 
tion was quite good for y/s 2 0.2, the actual inboard 
span load was probably greater than that shown be- 
caiisc of iiriaccouritcd-for chordwise pressure forces 
arid ceritcirbotly lift. 
Two of these configurations, VTW I and VTW4, 
were investigated in thc water tank tmt. The rriajor 
differences in their span loads can be noted in fig- 
ure 13 and table VI. Essentially, VTWl  represents 
a span load which is between elliptic and rectangu- 
lar distributions, whereas the VTW4 span load lies 
near a parabolic distribution in t e r m  of its 6/2 arid 
ro, but has approxiniately liiiear regions of span load 
similar to  those foiiiid with triangular loaditig. To- 
t a1 aiigiilar Inonicnt uiri shed ir i t  o t l l ~  st>ltlispiirl witkc>, 
as cktcrriiiiicd by ro3 was considerihly greater for 
VTW4. Howcw’r, the distributioll of this IIIOI~ICII- 
tiini. indicate(I t)y d. sliould 1)e s1iI)st itlit i d l y  lriore 
diffused in the fully rolled-up wake. As expected, 
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the centroidal lift position S was about 13 percent 
less for VTW4 than for VTWl and indicated a cor- 
responding drop in wing root bending moment. 
Trailing- wing rolling-moment data. As shown in 
figure 14, the tapered span load of VTW4 presents a 
significantly reduced rolling moment to a small trail- 
ing wing when compared with the untwisted VTWl 
configuration. Peak rolling-moment data in the wake 
of VTW4 exhibit a nearly level trend. whereas Cl,pK 
data for VTWl decay slowly from 48 to 38 percent 
above those of VTW4 from z/s = 11 to z/s = 70. 
Thus the vorticity dispersion in the wake, rather 
than the total circulation, was the dominant param- 
eter in characterizing the roll upset potential for a 
small wing. This result is reasonable considering that 
the smallest vorticity dispersion radius for any VTW 
span load was comparable to the trailing-wing semi- 
span. Vorticity dispersion is not strictly an invariant 
of the wake (ref. 11); indeed, the slow Cl,pK decay 
for VTWl is indicative of an increasing vorticity dis- 
persion radius with downstream distance. However, 
for the span loads of group I the vorticity dispersion 
radius can be expected to accurately depict vorticity 
distribution following initial roll up. In fact, the cor- 
relation between C1,pK and dispersion holds up over 
the small downstream distances in the wind tunnel 
for all four VTW configurations, a fact not necessar- 
ily expected for C~,AV measurements as the meander 
amplitudes approach dispersion radii levels. 
Comparing Cl ,pK and c l , A V  data merely substan- 
tiates that c l . A v  data are unreliable as a measure of 
rolling moment. This unreliability is especially no- 
ticeable in the wake of VTW4. where c[ ,AV drops 
60 percent while Cl,pK remains essentially constant 
over 11 5 x / s  5 70. Comparing the wind tunnel arid 
water tank c l , A v  data at x / s  = 11 again points out 
the higher meander level, and thus lower c l , A V  mea- 
surements, in the wind tunnel at this downstream 
distance. 
This group of configurations illustrates the signif- 
icant wake alleviation attainable through span load 
alteration alone. A comparison of the VTWl and 
VTW4 configurations shows that VTW4 achieved 
a 27-percent reduction in Cl,pK at  z/s = 70 while 
maintaining essentially identical drag and reducing 
the wing root bending moment by 13 percent. In this 
case, C1,pK was reduced on the small trailing wing by 
more uniform vorticity shedding at the VTW trailing 
edge. This more uniform shedding resulted in greater 
vorticity dispersion in the developed wake. The limit- 
ing case for this type of wake roll up with simple span 
loads is triangular loading. (See table VI(b).) Al- 
though the vorticity dispersion for VTWl was tighter 
than that for an elliptical span load, it was probably 
not unlike the dispersion local to vortices originating 
at the discontinuous, high-lift flap systems of mod- 
ern jet transport aircraft. Thus, a significant level of 
wake alleviation for small encountering aircraft ap- 
pears possible on future air transport aircraft if the 
span load is tailored to increase vorticity dispersion 
in the wake. 
Increasing the vorticity dispersion radius in the 
wake through this type of span load alteration in- 
curs a significant increase in total angular momen- 
tum (i.e., I?,) shed into the semispan wake, and thus 
implies an increased roll upset threat to encounter- 
ing aircraft with semispans much larger than the vor- 
tex generator vorticity dispersion radius d. Although 
it is true that C~,TW for a relatively large vortex- 
encountering airplane will theoretically increase di- 
rectly with vortex generator To, the corollary that 
the upset will increase correspondingly is not well es- 
tablished. Since it is not within the scope of this 
report to address vortex hazard correlation, it must 
suffice to state that because the inertia and energy 
relationships between a small aircraft intercepting a 
large aircraft's wake and a medium-size aircraft inter- 
cepting a large aircraft's wake are entirely different, 
it may be expected that the dynamic interaction be- 
tween the wake and the encountering aircraft may be 
significantly different. 
Wake velocity data. Figures 15 and 16 display 
the wake survey data for VTW4 as vorticity contour 
maps at the three wind tunnel downstream measure- 
ment cross planes and as averaged u and w velocity 
profiles through localized vorticity concentrations at 
x/s = 1. Roll up is seen to proceed from a sheet 
at L / S  = 1 (fig. 15(.)) with several vorticity cnncen- 
trations due t o  the 1' increments in wing twist to a 
semispan wake at x / s  = 11 (fig. 15(c)) with its domi- 
nant vortex outboard and a residual vorticity concen- 
tration inboard. Velocity profiles at  z/s = 1 portray 
relatively tight vortices with axial flow deficits. Tur- 
bulence levels, inferred by cw and uu (fig. 16). are 
seen to be negligible outside vortex cores, whereas 
the high peaks at  the cores result from the combined 
effects of the high-level velocity gradient, hot-film 
probe'oscillation. and vortex meander. As noted pre- 
viously, the inboard negative vorticity at x / s  = 1 was 
possibly due to the centerline wing lift asymmetry, 
whereas the positive vorticity on the centerline is be- 
lieved to be shed from both the VTW blade support, 
under the influence of the lateral flow angularity, and 
the VTW centerbody. 
Effects of Partial-Span-Flap Span Load 
Distributions 
Aerodynamic data. Figure 17 compares the aero- 
dynamic data of the three VTW configurations that 
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simulate flapped-wing span loads by outboard wing 
twist and effectively model 40-, 60-, and 80-percent 
flapped wings. Each configuration exhibited the 
saiiie lift curve slope and avoided wing stall until be- 
yond the CL = 0.6 test condition. Stall occurred a t  
the lowest angle of attack for VTW6 because its local 
angle of attack (a+Aa) at the wing tip was 2' and 3' 
higher than those of VTW7 and VTW5, respectively. 
Sincc the outboard wing panel stalled first, the con- 
figuration with the least outboard twisted wing area, 
VTW7, had the highest <;L a t  stall. 
Span loaddata. The vortex-lattice-prcdictcd span 
loitds ~'011il)itr~' wcill wit 11 the rrieasured S ~ I I  loads in 
figiirc 18 cxwpt at the wing-tip arid wing ceritcrline 
locat ioris. whcw lat(\ritl flow angularity. centerbody 
iiiflucric*c.. aud t 1irc.r-diiiieiisional wing flow effects 
w(w prosciit. VTW7 ( t  lie 80-percent flapped-wing 
corifigiirat iori) was tested in both facilities and was 
ut ilizod i ts a 1)aselinc configuration against which 
allcviat i o r i  attained by group I11 configurations was 
refercriccd. As seen in tablc VI(a), of the thrcc 
flappod-wing configiirations, VTW 7 had the smallcst 
ro arid 2. but  tht. Iargvst h /2  and s. 
Trailing- wing rolling-moment data. I'cak rolling- 
iiionicwt d a t a  iii figure 19 iiidic:ttc a tightly rolled-up 
wakc witli l i t t l c  decay over I I 5 S / S  5 70 for VTW7. 
111 f;ict . i i i ( ~ g e r  of t l i c  flap m c l  tip vortices bctwccn 
s /s  = 11 ;tii(l S / S  = 40 iricrc~wd t l i v  ('l.l)K measure- 
r i i c i i t  sliglit ly. By s / ~  = 70, ( ' l , p ~  for VTW7 (the 
8O-p(wwit flappcvl-wirig coiifigurat ion) was 20 per- 
cent h low that of VTW 1 (the untwisted wing) and 
I) pcrccwt a1)ovc that of VTW4 (the tapcrcd span 
load coiifigurat iori). Average rolling-moment data in 
t l ic  watcr tank were taken only for the tip vortex of 
VT W 7 ant1 showed a relat ively level trend during flap 
and t i p  vortex merger, followed by a decreased valiie 
at x / s  = 70 due to meander. In the wind tunnel, 
only o~i( '  iiiaxiiiiiiiii ('~,Av could be c1iscerne.d because 
of t l i r  proxiiriity of tho mc3rging flap and tip vorticc.s. 
Wiricl tiiiiiiol and water tank ('l,AV data were iden- 
tical at x / s  = 11 for VTW7. pcrhaps because flow 
firld fluctiiatioris a t  this point are govclrncd largely by 
thc rnorgiiig of the wing-tip and flap vortex systems 
rat 1ic.r t h m  by t he customarily highcr background 
t ur1)iilciicc~ lcvcls of thc wind tunnel. 
vorticity should be relatively accurate. Radial dis- 
tances between the two peaks decreased nearly lin- 
early with downstream distance and implied com- 
plete merger by about x / s  = 20. This finding is in 
agreement with water tank trailing-wing data, as are 
the relative positions of the flap and wing-tip vor- 
tices at x / s  = 11. (By x / s  = 11 the flap and wing- 
tip vortices had rotated about 250' counterclockwise 
with respect to each other relative to their position 
at x / s  = 1.) 
It is interesting to note that of the four VTW 
configurations with wake velocity data, VTW7 had 
the lowest ro and thc highest b/2 and therefore would 
be expected to exhibit the lowest rate of vorticity 
convection from wing ccnterline into the wake survey 
cross plane. This cxpectation was borne out in 
the vorticity cross planes, as VTW7 showed little 
evidencr of centerlinc. vorticity convection from the 
VTW support blade or VTW centerbody, and was 
also supported by a low I'/r0 trend and an initially 
high 9/(6/2) measurenient. (See appendix B.) 
Effects of Alleviated Vortex Wake 
Configurations 
VTW7, the 80-percent flapped-wing configura- 
tion, is used as a baseline unalleviatcd vortex wake 
configuratiori, and VTW7S0, the 80-percent flapped 
wing with spoilers, is used as a baseline alleviated 
vortex wake configuration. Size and position of the 
spoilers were chosen as compromises based on re- 
sults from several 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel investiga- 
tions. ( S e c  refs. 7, 33, and 34.) Generally, the down- 
stream wake alleviation achieved with VTW7So was 
investigated by using several VTW configurations to 
study the effect of span load alteration alone and 
one VTW configuration to test the effect of adding 
drag and turbulence without span load alteration. 
Additional VTW coiifigurat ions used splines or drag 
plates along with span load alteration to  investigate 
the int cxrrclat ion of incrcnicnt al drag, turlndence, arid 
span load with respect to  wake alleviation. As shown 
in tabk  11, three VTW configiirations were testctl 
only in thc wind tiiririel and two were tested only 
in tho water tank. As noted earlier, the similarity 
of thc initial vorticity distributions for the VTW7S2 
and VTW7S3 configurations would make their down- 
strtmii wakes similar, and therefore, these configura- 
tions arc treated as equivalent in this section of the 
discussion. 
Aerodynamic data. Figlire 22( a) cornparcs the 
acm)dynamic data for the hwli i ie  iir1:tlleviatrd and 
t lic spoiler- allcyiated corifigiiratioris. The spoilrrs 
p o d i i c c d  the typical effects of 10~:tl separated flow: a 
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reduction in both lift curve slope and maximum lift 
capability with a substantial increase in drag for a 
specified lift. As listed in table VII, at CL = 0.6 the 
CD increased from VTW7 to VTW7So by 0.056 in 
the wind tunnel and 0.066 in the water tank. The 
drag for VTW7So is thus about 190 percent greater 
than that for VTW7. 
The VTW7So span load was matched by wing 
twist alone with the VTW7S1, VTW7S2, and 
VTW 7S3 configurations. Aerodynamic data for 
these configurations are presented in figure 22(b). 
Because these configurations matched span load 
without the addition of splines or drag plates, the 
CD increase referenced against that of VTW7 was 
typically 0.01 or less at CL = 0.6 and yielded an in- 
crease of about 30 percent in total drag. The effect 
on the aerodynamic data of VTW7SP caused by in- 
stallation of the drag plates on VTW7S3 is shown in 
figure 22(c). The drag plates were sized to increase 
the VTW7S3 drag to near that of VTW7So. An ex- 
tra CD increase of 0.044 resulted, for a total drag 
increase of 170 percent relative to that of VTW7. 
Two water-tank-tested VTW configurations used 
splines sized to produce a drag increase equivalent to 
that caused by the spoilers with the VTW at zero lift. 
(This drag increase was smaller than that produced 
by the drag plates.) Splines were added to the twist 
distribution of VTW7 to produce VTW7X. The GD 
was thus increased by 0.027 at CL = 0.6 to produce 
an increase in drag of about 90 percent relative to 
that of VTW7. Splines were added to the twist 
distribiition of’VTW7S2 to produce VTW7S2X. This 
addition increased CD by 0.026 and resulted in a 
total C:D increase of 110 percerit over that of VTW7. 
Since no increase in angle of attack was required to 
maintain CL = 0.6 with the splines, it is surmised 
that they were sufficiently aft of the VTW trailing 
edge and aligned with the flow that they did not 
significantly alter the VTW span load near CL = 0.6. 
Span load data. Figure 23(a) shows the span load 
data for VTW7So and illustrates the effect of spoilers 
on VTW7. The ce was essentially halved at y/s = 0.6 
because of the spoiler installation. This decrease 
forced an increase in ro to maintain CL = 0.6 and 
a corresponding decrease in b/2 to maintain the net 
impulse (6/2)r0. Notice that the loading around the 
wing tip was increased slightly because of the higher 
angle of attack required to maintain CL = 0.6. This 
increase suggests that the wing-tip vortex should, at 
least initially, be more intense for VTW7So than for 
VTW7. Not only did ro increase and b/2 decrease by 
19 percent, as shown in table VI(a), but the vorticity 
dispersion radius was also more than doubled in the 
transformation of VTW7 to VTW7So. 
Figures 23(b), (c), and (d) present the mea- 
sured and/or predicted span loads of VTW config- 
urations that utilized wing twist alone to match the 
VTW7So measured span load. Other than a failure 
of VTW7S2 and VTW7S3 to duplicate the outboard 
side of the spoiler ce “trough,” these span loads ap- 
proximate the VTW7So span load well and match its 
dominant wake initiation parameters ro, b/2, and d 
within 2.5 percent. 
The addition of drag plates to VTW7S3 required 
an extra 0.3’ LY to maintain CL = 0.6 and thus more 
substantially altered the VTW7S3P span load from 
that of VTW7S0, as seen in figure 23(e). In this 
case, values given in table VI(a) for ro and b/2 varied 
4 percent from those of VTW7So. Figures 23(f) and 
(g) portray the expected span loads for VTW7SG 
and VTW7X, respectively, assuming the splines do 
not influence their span loads. Measured span load 
data are not available, since neither configuration 
was evaluated in the wind tunnel. 
Trailing-wing rolling-moment data. Figure 24(a) 
establishes the downstream C ~ , T W  reduction accom- 
plished by the addition of spoilers to the 80-percent 
flapped-wing configuration. In terms of C1,pK mea- 
surements, a 31-percent reduction was achieved by 
x / s  = 70. These results are consistent with c l , A V  
measurements obtained over shorter downstream dis- 
tances by Croom (ref. 33). Note that the alleviated 
configuration. VTW7S0, initially had higher C~,TW 
data in both facilities (as expected based on the span 
load measurements), but the crossover of C~,AV be- 
tween VTW7So and VTW7 in the wind tunnel over 
6 < z/f < 11 did not occur in the water tank for 
either C1,pK or C/,AV until 11 < x / s  < 40. This 
difference is an indication of the possible effect that 
variations in turbulence and meander levels between 
facilities can have on c l , A V  data. 
Figure 24(b) shows the effect on downstream wake 
alleviation caused by matching the span load of 
VTW7So without the high drag and turbulence of 
the spoilers. The C l , p K  data for VTW7S2 indicate 
that the multiple vortex wake structure that now ex- 
ists (in place of the predominant single semispan vor- 
tex of VTW7So) proceeds to x / s  = 70 without com- 
plete merger. Since the wing-tip vortex of VTW7So 
is well away from the spoiler region, it would be ex- 
pected that the wing-tip vortices of VTW7So and 
VTW7S2 would initially be equivalent. This expec- 
tation is verified by the C l , p K  data at x / s  = 11. The 
fact that the inboard vortex (originating from the 
inboard portion of the semispan) of VTW7S2 also 
initiates with an identical C l , p ~  strength was fortu- 
itous. By x / s  = 70, the predominant outboard vor- 
tex of VTW7S2 was registering an 11 percent C l , p K  
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reduction relative to that of VTW7, or about one- 
third of the alleviation obtained with the spoilers. 
This small reduction of the wing-tip vortex inten- 
sity relative to that of VTW7 may be due to slightly 
higher vorticity diffusion created by the turbulence 
from the mutually shearing vortices in the niultiple- 
vort ex wake. 
Figure 24(c) compares the C~,TW data for the 
baseline urialleviated and alleviated configurations 
(VTW7 and VTW7So) with those obtained for VTW 
corifigiiratioris using the splines or drag plates to sini- 
ulate the drag and tiirbiilence effects of the spoilers. 
Thc addition of sp1iric.s to VTW7S2 (configuration 
VTW7S2X) produced, at the initial downstream lo- 
ciitioii, ('l,pK data for both the inboard and out- 
board vort iws t h i t  wcre below C i , p ~  data for ei- 
thcr VTW7So or VTW7. The wake of VTW7S2X 
coritiiiiied to decay until about z /s  = 40, and by 
s/s = 70 there was no discernible inboard vortex and 
the. ("1,pK was slightly lower than that obtained for 
VTW7So. Thiis, the splines in corijiinction with the 
niatclicd spar1 load appear to have created a dowii- 
st reairi wake siiriilar to that of the spoiler-alleviated 
configuration. The lower incromerital drag and tiir- 
bulencc of the splincs may account for the longer 
tiiiic rcquircd for thc drcay of the. int)oarcl vortex sys- 
t c i i i .  1)rc.aiisc the rcrririarits of this system niay havc. 
riicrgcd iiito thv cornplct (1 vortex systcmi to yield no 
('1.pK dccay along 4 0  < s/s  < 70. Ai1 exarriiiia- 
t ion o f  rc.lativc vortox 1)ositioiis withiii the wakcs of 
VTW7Sz aiicl VTW7SzX shows t hc iucrcasetl like- 
lilioocl o f  iiic~gcr. o f  tlic VTW7S2X inboard vortex 
siiico. by s/s = 40. the displaccrriciit htwcwi th t  in- 
board aiid wing-t ip vortices for VTW7SG was about 
half that for VTW7S2. Dccay rates twyoiid x / s  = 70 
arc iiiikriowri; however, tlic equivalence of both (>l,pK 
and C~.AV data between VTW7So and VTW7S2X 
would rc~pi rc  omparable rneaiidrr levels and, there- 
fore. siiiiilar turbulciic.~~ levels in each wake. 
Since. t hci iiicrcriicntal drag and turbulence plus 
span load rniitchirig of VTW7S2X replicated the 
dowiistrcani wake dlrviation of VTW7So (the 
80-perw1it flapped wiiig with spoilers), whereas the 
VTW 7Sz configuration (which used wing twist alone 
to  riiatch the VTW7So span load) achieved little 
dowiist rcam allcviat ion, how important a role was 
spaii load playirig in tlic spoilcr-at taiiied alleviation? 
To clct cririiiie if t h c .  iiicreirimt a1 drag arid tiirbiilcncc 
o f  tlic spoilcrs w ( w  thc. kry paramcttm in the al- 
lcviat io i i  obt itiiicd with thci VTW7So corifigiiration, 
( ' 1 . p ~  data w ( w  takcii in  tlic wakc of VTW7X. This 
('oiifigliriit ion c-orisist (YI of t 1 1 ~  l)iis(.liii(> unalleviattd 
VTW7 (8O-p(~c(~it  fl; ppccl wing) with splines added 
to si i i i i i l ; i t (> oiily t tic clr:tg ti i i(1 tur1)iilciicc effects of 
t l i ~  hpoilvr5. Ih~i i (~f i ( ' i id  wl)(l('t s of' t ho  VTW7X coil- 
figuration were its lower drag and I',. As shown in 
figure 24(c). VTW7X did indeed produce substantial 
wake alleviation; C1,pK data essentially agreed with 
those for the predominant vortex of V T W 7 S S  and, 
throughout the z/s range, remained below those of 
VTW7So. 
Wake velocity data. Figures 25 and 26 present 
the measured vorticity cross planes and selected ve- 
locity profiles in the wake of the spoiler-alleviated 
configuration, VTW7So. When these measurements 
are cornpared with the corresponding data for VTW7 
(figs. 20 arid 21), the effect of the spoilers is appar- 
ent. As predicted by the higher wing-tip span load 
of VTW7So (caused by the increased a to maintain 
CL = 0.6) and by C l , p ~  measurements, the wing-tip 
vortex of VTW7So was initially more intense than 
that of VTW7. This effect is most noticeable when 
comparing velocity profiles of the two Configurations 
at z/s = 1 (figs. 21(t)) and 26(b)). Additionally, the 
intensity of the VTW7So flap vortex was reduced be- 
cause the local reduction in span load caused by the 
spoiler lowered the amount of vorticity wrapping into 
it. As a resnlt, by z/s  = 6 the VTW7So wing-tip vor- 
tex predominated, whereas the VTW7 wake was still 
in the midst of a merger of the flap and wing-tip vor- 
tices. Bcyontl z/s  = 11, the merger of the VTW7 
wake system was completed, and a stable, plateau 
phase, as dctrrinincd by the C l , p ~  data, resulted un- 
til at least T / S  = 70. However, the wake of VTW7So 
decayed significantly beyond z / s  = 6 as the effect of 
the spoilers on wake development was incurred. 
The substantial drag and turbulence associated 
with the spoilers were manifested in the wake in sev- 
eral ways. Most obvious was the broad region of 
unsteady flow aft of the spoiler location, as cxernpli- 
fietl by the high ( T ~  and 0, measurements a t  z / s  = 1 
(fig. 26(d)). This turbulence field shows up in thc 
z /s  = 1 vorticity plane as very diffused and spread 
regions of positive and negative vorticity cnianating 
from either side of the spoiler-induced ce trough. The 
diffused characterization of these regions was par- 
tially a result of the increased spatial averaging pro- 
duced by the highly unsteady nature of the flow field 
here. Apparent also in figure 26(d) is the substantial 
axial velocity (u) deficit created downstream of the 
spoilers. This velocity deficit is representative of the 
unfavorable pressure gradient produced by the high 
drag of the spoilers. 
Thus, the spoilers introduced three basic Inecha- 
nisrris capable of contribut iiig to the  sigiiificwit decay 
of the VTW7So wake beyond z/s  5 6. Bcsidcs the 
change in span load, two direct inpl ts  of tlic spoil- 
ers were high turbulence, which incrc3ascd t hc ot 1ic.r- 
wise laminar rate of vorticity diffiisioii, and increased 
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drag, which caused a positive axial pressure gradient 
that tended to counteract the convective concentra- 
tion of the vorticity sheet. The role of span load alter- 
ation in the downstream alleviation of VTW7So ap- 
pears minimal, as is demonstrated by comparing the 
trailing-wing measurements behind VTW7S2 (which 
simulated only the span load alteration of the spoil- 
ers) and those behind VTW7X (which simulated only 
the incremental drag and turbulence of the spoilers). 
In marked contrast to the highly diffused vorticity 
concentrations aft of the spoilers on VTW7S0, highly 
concentrated vortices were created from both sides 
of the ce trough on VTW7S3. (See figs. 27 and 28.) 
These vortices were produced by wing twist alone. 
As was noted with the water tank trailing-wing data 
through x / s  = 70 and suggested in the wind tunnel 
by the enlarging displacement between vortices with 
increasing z/s, this multiple vortex wake persisted 
far downstream. The similarity between VTW7So 
and VTW7S3 wing-tip and residual flap vortices a t  
z/s = 1 and the similarity of their combination at 
x / s  = 6 mean that the spoiler wake has as yet 
had little effect on this portion of the VTW7So 
vortex system. This is in good agreement with 
identical C~,PK measurements for both VTW7So and 
the wing-tip vortex of VTW7S2 at z/s = 11 in 
the water tank. A significant decay then ensues 
in the wake of VTW7S0, apparently as a result of 
the spoiler wake and the wing-tip vortex wrapping 
together. Once this occurs, the turbulence and axial 
deficit imparted to  the flow field by the spoiler act to  
dissipatr the wing-tip vortex system. 
The addition of splines to VTW7S2 (creating v-"w-7$ - -  
L. 2xj produced a near-field reduction i r i  C~,PK 
nic"asureriit~rif s for both the wing-tip and inboard vor- 
tex systems. This effect is similar to the c l , A V  reduc- 
tion between the wakes of VTW7S3 and VTW7S3P 
that was caused by installation of the drag plates. 
Whether this reduction resulted from a more rapid 
initial decay due to turbulent diffusion of vorticity or 
from an impaired concentration of the vorticity sheet 
because of the added drag is unknown. However, the 
effect was clearly independent of the inboard vortex 
system since the wing-tip vortex C1,pK data essen- 
tially matched for both configurations with splines- 
VTW7X, which produced only an outboard vortex 
system, and VTW7S2X, which produced both an in- 
board and an outboard vortex system. 
Thus, the downstream wake alleviation attained 
by VTW7So resulted directly from the incremental 
drag and turbulence associated with the spoilers. 
The span load alteration caused by the spoilers is 
seen to  play no part in the development of the 
alleviation for this particular configuration. 
Concluding Remarks 
Several measurement techniques in two different 
test facilities were used to  provide a comprehensive 
and interrelated set of wing and wake measurements 
in the variable twist wing investigation. Detailed 
wing and near-wake data were obtained in a wind 
tunnel, and trailing-wing surveys of the near- and far- 
downstream wake were obtained in a water tank. A 
total of 14 different wing configurations were tested 
at  the same Reynolds number and lift coefficient in 
each facility. 
The variety of measurements allowed results to 
be correlated and their accuracy to be checked be- 
tween test facilities as well as between wing and 
wake measurements. As a result of these correla- 
tions, several facility and measurement technique ef- 
fects were found to have significantly influenced por- 
tions of either the vortex wake roll up or the exper- 
imental quantification of vortex wake intensity. De- 
tailed wind tunnel measurements of both span load 
distributions on the wing and cross plane wake ve- 
locities at a semispan downstream correlated well 
with each other and with water tank measurements of 
peak trailing-wing rolling moments. These detailed 
measurements were used to show that inviscid an- 
alytical prediction techniques accurately portrayed 
the vortex generator span load distribution and ini- 
tial vortex wake development to the resolution limits 
of the data. However, meander and flow angular- 
ity in the wind tunnel prevented. in other than a 
qualitative sense, the use of wake velocity data mea- 
s u e d  at C; a id  11 stmispans downstream. Average 
trailing-wing rolling moments were shown to be un- 
reliable as a measure of the vortex intensity because 
vortex meander amplification did not scale between 
the test facilities and free-air conditions. High val- 
ues of meander amplification caused average trailing- 
wing rolling-moment data in both facilities, as well as 
wake velocity data in the wind tunnel, to  falsely in- 
dicate rapid vortex decay with downstream distance. 
A tapered-span-load configuration, which exhib- 
ited little or no drag penalty, was shown to offer 
significant downstream wake alleviation to a small 
trailing wing. This wing configuration achieved wake 
alleviation through span load specification of more 
uniform vorticity shedding at the wing trailing edge. 
In contrast, the greater downstream wake alleviation 
achieved with the addition of spoilers to  a flapped- 
wing configuration was shown to result directly from 
the high incremental drag and turbulence associated 
with the spoilers and not from the span load alter- 
ation they caused. 
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TABLE I. PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS ON THE VARIABLE TWIST WING 
~~ 
Span locations 
~ 
Wing segment ~~ 
O-LU 
0-Ra 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 
31 
33 
35 
36 
Y l S  
-0.0612 
.0612 
.1560 
.2037 
.2513 
,2989 
.3465 
.4418 
.4894 
,5370 
.5846 
.6322 
.6798 
,7275 
,775 1 
.8227 
.8703 
.9179 
.9656 
.9894 
~- 
Chord location 
xLE/c-  - 
0 
.0125 
,0250 
.0500 
.loo0 
.1500 
.2000 
.3000 
.4000 
.5000 
.6000 
.7000 
.8000 
.goo0 
.9800 
f z / c  
_ _  
0 
.01894 
.02615 
.03555 
.04683 
.05345 
.05738 
.06001 
.05803 
.05294 
,04563 
.03664 
.02623 
.01448 
.00403 - 
aLeft (0-L) and right (0-R) side of wing center-panel section. 
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TABLE 11. VTW CONFIGURATIONS 
Group 
I Continuous span load 
distributions 
I1 Partial-span-flap span 
load distributions 
I11 Alleviated vortex 
wake configurations 
Wing twist 
configuration 
designat ion 
VTWl 
VTW2 
VTW3 
VTW4 
VTW5 
VTW6 
VTW7 
VTW7So 
VTW7S1 
VTW7S3 
VTW7S3P 
VT W 7S2X 
VTW7X 
Configuration description 
Untwisted wing 
Approximately rectangular loading 
Maximum loading at midsemispan 
Tapered loading, maximum at centerline 
40-percent flapped wing 
60-percent flapped wing 
80-percent flapped wing 
80-percent flapped wing with spoilers 
Wing twisted to approximately match 
span load of VTW7So (version 1) 
Wing twisted to approximat,ely match 
span load of VTW7So (version 2) 
Wing twisted to approximately match 
span load of VTW7So (version 3) 
VTW7S3 with drag plates 
VTW7S2 with splines 
VTW7 with splines 
Wind 
tunnel 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
Water 
tank 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
17 
0 0  
9 9  
f m m  
I I  
r ( 4  
0 0  
c?: 
d ? l  
3 
I I  
m u :  ,,,- 
I I  0 
0 ) 
0 
0 
C l e o  t- 
0 ' I  I I I 
0 
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a 0 f 
a ro 7-0-1 ' 
a 
' I  0 f 
a 
0 ' I  f 
- 
t- 
I f 
0 f 
__ 
I 
n 
=" 
a 
- 
e 
5 
3 
a n 
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(4 
II  
a 
0 
4 
TABLE V. FORCE-BALANCE-ME. 
Wing twist 
configuration 
VTWl 
VTW2 
VTW3 
VTW4 
VTW5 
VTW6 
VTW7 
VTW7So 
VTW7S1 
VTW7S3 
VTW7S3P 
SURED IFT , JD PRESSURE- 
INTEGRATED LIFT FOR A NOMINAL CL = 0.6 
CL 
0.614 
.601 
.602 
.628 
.615 
.620 
.596 
,591 
.607 
.583 
.606 
CL ,P 
0.580 
.575 
.592 
.577 
.597 
,591 
.571 
.555 
.575 
.564 
.591 
w 
-0.055 
-.043 
-.017 
-.081 
-.029 
- .047 
- .042 
-.061 
-.Os3 
- .033 
-.025 
C L , ~  + CL,CB) - C1 
CL 
-0.030 
-.021 
.ooo 
-.041 
+.008 
-.017 
-.014 
-.023 
-.@15 
f.007 
+.015 
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TABLE VI. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPAN LOAD CHARACTERISTICS 
[C, = 0.61 
Wing twist 
VTWl 
VTW2 
VTW3 
VTW4 
VTW5 
VTWG 
VTW7 
VTW7So 
VTW7S1 
VTW7S3 
V T W 7S3 P 
configuration 
(a) VTW span loads 
3 - 
3 6% 
0.448 0.0975 
.469 .0927 
.452 .0898 
.391 .123 
.386 .126 
.405 .110 
.417 .lo5 
.390 .125 
.389 .124 
.377 .128 
.375 .130 
Span load 
distribution 
Rectangular 
Elliptic 
Parabolic 
Triangular 
b 
6 
0.879 
.924 
.954 
,695 
.680 
.780 
,815 
.687 
.691 
.670 
.658 
- 3 - d b 
3 & 6 3 
0.500 0.0857 1 .000 0 
.424 .lo9 .785 .223 
.375 .129 .667 .236 
.333 .171 .500 .289 
(b) Theoretical span loads 
- d 
3 
0.12 
.11 
.22 
.24 
.26 
.16 
.12 
.25 
.25 
.24 
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TABLE VII. TRAILING-WING AND CORRESPONDING VTW DATA 
[VTW CL = 0.61 
J 
4 s  Cl,PK 
0.021 
tunnel 
Water 7.5 0.037 
cl , AV 
0.073 
11.0 
11.2 
39.3 
39.4 
71.2 
77.7 
6.0 
11.0 
6.0 
11.0 
6.0 
11.0 
10.4 
10.0 
40.1 
39.7 
69.3 
6.0 
I I 
VTW5 I Wind I 11.5 1 0.027 
-.946 
0.878 
.857 
.837 
.776 
.796 
-0.972 
-1.018 
-0.856 
-.887 
-0.847 
-.820 
0.776 
.776 
.490 
.510 
.714 
' -0.896 
.061 
0.0 
-.163 
-. 163 
- .306 
- .306 
-0.014 
.005 
0.115 
.005 
0.128 
.088 
0.061 
.061 
-.327 
- .347 
- .878 
0.170 
-.162 
.131 
0.209 
-.036 
.169 
- .077 
0.047 
.056 
0 
0 
.082 
-.143 
- .408 
-.408 
-.323 
Trailing-wing p( 
.062 
0.099 0.096 
.054 
.027 
0.077 
.064 
0.065 
.052 
0.057 
.044 
0.067 
0.059 
.065 
.036 
.064 .023 
0.055 
.050 
.041 
1 .047 
0.050 
.044 
.040 
.046 
0.040 
.046 
0.067 
0.046 
.041 
.071 .044 
.070 
.031 
.092 
.088 
.~ 
X I S  I Y l S  
6.0 I -0.910 
VTW2 
VTW3 
VTW4 
Wind 6.5 0.027 
tunnel 6.5 .027 
Wind 4.8 0.028 
tunnel 4.8 .028 
Wind 12.5 0.028 
tunnel 12.5 .028 
Water 12.6 0.037 
ition I I 
11.0 
11.0 
6.0 
6.0 
11.0 
11.0 
6.0 
11.0 
10.3 
10.6 
10.2 
39.4 
69.6 
69.1 
-.848 
-.479 
-0.851 
- .684 
-.768 
-.844 
-0.808 
- .833 
0.837 
.827 
.857 
.714 
.714 
.714 
VTW6 
VTW7 
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Wind 9.1 I O T  
Wind 8.5 0.030 
tunnel 8.5 .030 
Water 8.1 0.031 
TABLE VII. Concluded 
[VTW CL = 0.61 
" 
Wing 
configuration 
VTW7So 
" 
VTW7S3 
VTW7S3P 
VTW7S2X 
VTW7X 
Facility 
Wind 
tunnel 
Water 
tank 
Wind 
t urlIlel 
Wind 
tunnel 
Water 
tank 
Wind 
tunnel 
Wind 
tunnel 
Water 
tank 
Water 
tank 
~~ - 
Trailing-wing p 
x / s  
6.0 
11.0 
11.2 
38.2 
38.9 
70.5 
69.6 
6.0 
6.0 
11.0 
11.0 
6.0 
6.0 
11.0 
11.0 
11.3 
10.9 
11.6 
39.6 
38.7 
40.2 
69.9 
70.2 
70.2 
6.0 
6.0 
11.0 
11.0 
11.0 
11.0 
11.5 
10.6 
39.0 
42.4 
39.9 
69.3 
69.0 
10.7 
11.1 
40.4 
70.3 
69.5 
Y l S  
-0.888 
-.827 
0.714 
.592 
.571 
.571 
.571 
-0.397 
-.846 
-.311 
- .933 
-0.437 
-.856 
-.375 
-.911 
0.857 
.367 
.388 
.612 
.633 
.674 
.388 
.388 
.816 
0.830 
.379 
.729 
.321 
0.696 
.396 
0.918 
.449 
.592 
.571 
.939 
.612 
.633 
0.796 
.776 
.755 
.694 
.714 
tion 
21s 
0.104 
.lo3 
0.082 
- .408 
- ,388 
-.714 
-.714 
- .036 
.124 
.045 
-0.037 
.131 
-.202 
.087 
0.082 
-.301 
-.225 
-.225 
-.204 
-.204 
-.898 
-1.020 
-1.020 
- .653 
0.137 
-.013 
.110 
-.264 
0.112 
-.237 
0.082 
- ,204 
- .408 
-.408 
- .653 
- .653 
- .653 
0.061 
.041 
-. 163 
- .367 
-.429 
C1,PK 
0.074 
.059 
.048 
0.074 
.077 
.064 
.047 
.062 
.041 
~~ 
0.059 
.040 
.044 
.02 1 
.044 
0.061 
.047 
.045 
cl , AV 
0.049 
.035 
0.055 
.034 
.017 
0.073 
.056 
.075 
.044 
0.072 
.055 
.061 
,041 
0.062 
.060 
.019 
.025 
.010 
.013 
0.057 
.086 
.048 
.077 
0.048 
.024 
0.014 
.010 
.013 
0.043 
.027 
.022 

I Circulation or lift distribution r'(y) -7 
VTW 
r Vortex f i 1 aments 
y t i c a l  velocity 
distribution 
Y 
Downwash di 
Vortic ity distribution 
dy dz = J  u 
Cross 
plane pl ane 
bounaar: 
/ 
VTW -\\ / '\ /I 
l/ Measurement 
cross plane 
. dR7 
aJ 
tT, 
ld 
L 
L 
ld 
V 
3: 
I- > 
*r 
I - 4 
m 
*\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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Dev i ce 
Spoi 1 er 
Spl i ne 
Drag plate 
Spline detail view 
I 
Front face 
position, xLE/c 
0 . 3  
1.43 
1 .43  
Figure 5. Installation of spoilers, splines, or drag plates at y/s  = h0.607 on VTW. Unless noted, all dimensions 
are normalized by VTW semispan. 
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V T W I  
V TW2 
V TW3 
VTW4 
(a) Group I-continuous span load distributions. 
Figure 6. VTW groups. 
I 30 
VTW7 
L-84- 10.700 
(b) Group 11-partial-span-flap span load distributions. 
Figure 6. Continued. 
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VTW7S0 
VTW7SI 
VTW7S2 
VTW7S3 
(c) Group 111-alleviated vortex wake configurations. 
Figure 6. Continued. 
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VTW7S2X 
1 
I 
VTW7X 
-- 
L-85-104 
(c) Concluded. 
Figure 6. Concluded. 
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34 
.2 I I I 1 I I 
0 . 2  .Li . 6  .8 1 . o  i .2 
Y / S  
(a) Initialization at z/s = 0 from span load measurements. 
__ ns/~, = en/2 
- . 2 ‘  I I I I I I 
0 .2 .Li . 6  . 8  1 . o  1 . 2  
Y/S 
(b) Predicted vorticity at  z /s  = 1. 
~ - -  
u s  o b  
~. __-  I :;. 
- -2 I I I I u 
0 .2 .Y .6 .8 1 .c  1 . 2  
Y /S  
(c) Measured vorticity at z /s  = 1. 
Figure 8. Predicted vorticity cross plane at  x / s  = 1 based on measured span load for VTW7S3. Measured 
vorticity cross plane at  z/s = 1 provided for comparison. Contours are labeled with the exponent n. 
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0 
-10 
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do -20 
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5 
0 
dcJi 
d(y/sJ 
-5 
-10 
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I - 
0 Measured 
- - P r e d i c t e d  
I 
L A  
0 - 2  .Lf .6 .8 1.0 
(a) VTW2. 
0 Measured 
- P r e d i c t e d  
0 .2 .Lf .6 .8 1.0 
Y l S  
(b) VTW4. 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 
0 Measured 
- P r e d i c t e d  - 
i 1 1 i 1 
0 .2 .Lf .6 .8 1 .O 
(c) VTW7. 
0 Measured 
- P r e d i c t e d  
1 
0 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 .2 .Lf .6 .8 1 .O 
Y l S  
(d) VTW7S3. 
Figure 9. Vortex-lattice-predicted and span load measured d c d d ( y / s ) .  
- ns/~,=e"//2 
_ _ _  ns/U,=-e / 2  
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n  a t  x / s  = 0 f rom span l o a d  p r e d i c t i o n  n 
P r e d i c t e d  v o r t i c i t y  a t  x / s  = 1 
.2 r Measured v o r t i c i t y  a t  x / s  = 1 
- .2 1 I I I I I 
0 .2 . Y  .6 .8 1 . o  1 . 2  
Y/S 
(a) VTW4. 
Figure 10. Predicted vorticity cross plane at z / s  = 1 based on predicted span load. Measured vorticity cross 
plane a t  x/s = 1 provided for comparison. Contours are labeled with the exponent n. 
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m/U, = en//2 
ns/U, = -en//2 Initialization at x/s  = 0 from span load prediction 
0 1 
- .21 I I I 
.2 r 
Predicted vorticity at x /s  = 1 
.2 r 
Measured vorticity at x / s  = 1 
I I 1 - J I  
.2 .Y .6 .8 1 . o  1 . 2  
Y/S 
- -2 
0 
(b) VTW7. 
Figure 10. Continued. 
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(c) VTW7S3. 
Figure 10. Concluded. 
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do -10 
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-20 
-0- VTW7S0 data ---o--- VTW7S3 data 
0 - 2  . Y  .6 .8 1.0 
Y I s  
(a) Measured d c e / d ( y / s )  for wind tunnel VTW configurations. 
5 
0 
dcQ 
d(y/sJ 
-10 
-15 
- 
0 
- 0 VTW7S0 data 
-VTW7S3 prediction 
VTW7S2 prediction - - -  
- 0 
-20 
0 - 2  - Y  .6 -8 1.0 
Y/S 
(b) Measured d c p / d ( y / s )  for VTW7So and predicted d c p / d ( y / s )  for w i d  tunnel 
corifigiirat io11 VTW7S3 and water tank configuration VTW7S2. 
Figure 11. Values of dce /d (y / s )  for wind tunnel and water tank VTW configurations twisted to match the 
span load of VTW7So. 
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Figure 12. Aerodynamic data for VTW configurations in group I-continuous span load distributions. 
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Figure 13. Measured and vortex-lattice-predicted span loads for VTW configurations in group I-continuous 
span load distributions. 
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(c) VTW3. 
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(d) VTW4. 
Figure 13. Concluded. 
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Figure 14. Trailing-wing rolling-moment data for VTW configurations in group I-continuous span load 
distributions. 
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(a) z/s = 1. 
Figure 15. Normalized vorticity contours in semispan wake of VTW4. Contours are labeled with 
the exponent n. 
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(b) Z/S = 6 .  
Figure 15. Continued. 
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(c) z/s = 11. 
Figure 15. Concluded. 
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(a) Normalized vorticity field showing spatial position of velocity profiles. Contours are labeled with the 
exponent n. 
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(b) Velocities along path A-A. (c) Velocities along path B-B. 
Figure 16. Normalized vorticity contours and vertical and axial velocity profiles for VTW4 a t  Z/S = 1. 
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Figure 17. Aerodynamic data for VTW configurations in group 11-partial-span-flap span load distributions. 
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(b) VTWG. 
Figure 18. Measured and vortex-lattice-predicted span loads for VTW configurations in group II-partial- 
span-flap span load distributions. 
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( c )  VTW7. 
Figure 18. Concluded. 
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Figure 19. Trailing-wing rolling-moment data for VTW configurations in group 11--partial-span-flap span load 
distributions. 
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- _ _  ns/U,= -e / 2  n 
I I I I 1 
(a) z/s  = 1. 
Figure 20. Normalized vorticity contours in semispan wake of VTW7. Contours are labeled with 
the exponent n. 
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Figure 20. Concluded. 
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(a) Normalized vorticity field showing spatial position of velocity profiles. Contours are labeled with the 
exponent n. 
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(b) Velocities along path A-A. ( c )  Velocities along path B-B. 
Figure 21. Normalized vorticity contours and vertical and axial velocity profiles for VTW7 at  z/s  = 1. 
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(a) Baseline unalleviatcd VTW7 and spoiler-allcvi;ttcc1 VTW7So. 
Figure 22. Acrodynaniic data for VTW configiiratioiis i I i  group I11 allcviatcd vortex wake configurations. 
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(b) VTW7So and configurations using only wing twist to simulate VTW7So. 
Figure 22. Continued. 
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(c) VTW7So and VTW7S3P, which used wing twist, and drag plates to simulate VTW7So. 
Figure 22. Concluded. 
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(a) Spoiler-alleviated VTW7So and baseline unalleviated VTW7. Prediction not applicable because of spoiler- 
produced flow separation. 
Figure 23. Measured and vortex-lattice-predicted span loads for VTW configurations in group 111-alleviated 
vortex wake configurations. 
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(b) VTW7S1. 
Figure 23. Continued 
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(c) VTW7S2. Span load measurements not made. 
Figure 23. Continued. 
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Figure 23. Continued. 
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(e) VTW7SsP. Prediction assumes that drag plates do not influence span load. 
Figure 23. Continued. 
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( f )  VTW7S2X. Span load measurements not made. Prediction assumes that splines do not influence span load. 
Figure 23. Continued. 
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(g) VTW7X. Span load not measured on VTW7X but should be identical to that of VTW7. (VTW7 had the 
same twist distribution as VTW7X but without the spline.) 
Figure 23. Concluded. 
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(a) Alleviation produced by addition of spoilers. 
Figure 24. Trailing-wing rolling-moment data for VTW configurations in group 111-alleviated vortex wake 
configurations. 
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(b) Baseline unalleviated VTW7, spoiler-alleviated VTW7S0, and configurations using only wing twist to 
simulate VTW7So. 
Figure 24. Continued. 
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(c) Baseline unalleviated VTW7, spoiler-alleviated VTW7S0, and configurations using splines or drag plates 
to simulate VTW7So. 
Figure 24. Concluded. 
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(a) z/s = 1. 
Figure 25. Normalized vorticity contours in semispan wake of VTW7So. Contours are labeled with the 
exponent n. 
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Figure 25. Concluded. 
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(b) Velocities along path A-A. 
Figure 26. Normalized vorticity contours and vertical and axial velocity profiles for VTW7Soat z/s = 1. 
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Figure 26. (hncluded. 
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(a) z /s  = 1. 
Figure 27. Normalized vorticity contours in semispan wake of VTW7S3. Contours are labeled with the 
exponent n. 
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Figure 27. Concluded. 
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Figiirc 28. Nornializcd vort)icity contours and vertical and axial velocity profiles for VTWi’S3at Z/S  = 1. 
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Figure 28. Concluded. 
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Appendix A Span Load Data 
Test Method Details 
The following sections describe in depth the mea- 
surement techniques used in the wind tunnel and the 
water tank. 
Aerodynamic Data 
Longitudinal aerodynamic data (CL and CD) 
were taken from an Q of -4’ to beyond stall in Q 
increments of 2’ in the wind tunnel for each VTW 
configuration. With the exception of the untwisted 
wing configuration (VTW l), longitudinal aerody- 
namic data were taken only at  a CL of 0.6 in the 
water tank test. 
Figure A1 presents a cornparison of the relative 
positions of the VTW model to the wind tunnel and 
water tank walls. Blockage and jet boundary correc- 
tions were applied to the wind tunnel data according 
to the methods of references 35 and 36, respectively. 
Because these corrections were negligible and the test 
section dimensions were similar, the corrections were 
not applied to the water tank data. 
Significant drag errors were possible in both test 
facilities because of the high design loads of the nor- 
mal and axial beanis used in the force balances. Max- 
irnurri balaricc errors in norriial force (directed per- 
pendicular to the VTW center chord) and in axial 
force (tlircctcd parallel to the VTW center chord) 
were f 5 . 0  and f 2 . 5  lbf, respectively, in the wind tun- 
riel and f 5 . 0  and f7 .5  lbf, respcctivcly, in the water 
tank. At a Reynolds number of 1 x lo6, CL = 0.6, 
CD = 0.033, and cr = 12.5’, these measurement er- 
rors translate into possible lift and drag error ranges 
of f 4 . 5  and f 5 3  percent, respectively, in the wind 
tunnel and f l . 1  and f 2 5  percent, respectively, in 
the water tank. The particularly poor drag resolu- 
tion represents a possible CD error of f0.018 in the 
wind tunnel and f0.008 in the water tank. 
The data signals in both test facilities were low- 
pass filtcred arid averaged over long time periods to 
remove the effects of model vibrations, flow turbu- 
lence, and qoo fluctuations. In the wind tunnel, a 
50-pOiIit average was taken by sampling 10 points per 
second for 5 seconds from a 0.1-Hz low-pass-filtered 
data signal. In the water tank, a 6500-point aver- 
age was taken by sampling 650 points per second for 
10 seconds from a 30-Hz low-pass-filtered data sig- 
l i d .  Alt hoiigli these techniques could riot improve 
t l i ~  ~ l ( ~ i ~ ~ ~ l ~ ( ~ r i l ( ~ r i t  ~ C C U I Y W Y ,  t1 t.y brought the overall 
rrpcatability for CL to within f 3  prrcent in both fa- 
c i l i t  ies aiid iiriprovt.d tlic CD rcpc’atability to withirl 
f 7  percrrit in the wirid tiiiiri(’1 and f 3  percent iri the 
wat (lr tank. 
Pressure distribution measurements were taken 
on all but one of the wind-tunnel-tested VTW con- 
figurations (VTW7Sz). Electronic scanning pres- 
sure transducers were incorporated within VTW 
wing segments to allow computer-program-controlled 
recording of all 580 pressure orifice values in about 
0.1 sec. This report emphasizes span load data de- 
rived from the pressure distribution measurements. 
Complete chordwise and spanwise c p  measurements 
for the wind-tunnel-tested VTW configurations are 
given in reference 28. 
VTW wing lift distributions were derived from 
the pressure distribution data by cosine transforma- 
tion of each chordwise-integrated Cn through its local 
angle of attack (Q + Aa)  to get local ce values. Each 
chordwise cn was arrived at  by chordwise trapezoid 
integration of the 29 c p  measurements at  that span- 
wise station, with a trailing-edge c p  value assigned as 
the mean of the most aft upper and lower surface c p  
measurements. A cubic spline fit of the 19 spanwise 
ce measurements obtained for the right wing was then 
integrated with the centerline ce set equal to the mea- 
sured ce at y/s = 0.0612 and the wing-tip ce set equal 
to zero. This integration of C L , ~  thus assumed no lift 
on thc body-of-revolution wing-tip caps, no modifi- 
cation due to the presence of the body, and equal lift 
on the right and left wings. The latter assumption 
was justified by the measurement of negligible rolling 
moment on the VTW during the test runs. Left-of- 
centerline ce values measured at y/s = -0.0612 were 
disregarded since their values were lowered by center- 
body blockage of local lower-surface wing flow, which 
was caused by a small right-to-left flow angularity (as 
determined by the wake survey data in appendix B). 
Since no pressure distribution measurements were 
made on the centerbody or along the wing center- 
line, the effect of the centerbody was not included in 
the C L , ~  integration. 
The accuracy of the electronic scanning pres- 
sure transducers was specified as f 9 6  Pa with about 
80 percent of the transducers having no more than 
f 4 6  Pa  error. If the transducer errors were randomly 
distributed over the wing, the integrated Cn values 
should be correct, to within f0.02 and the integrated 
C L , ~  should be correct to within f0.006 ( f l  percent 
of the nominal 0.6 CL).  An additional source of ce 
and C L , ~  error was due to ignoring the local chord- 
wise (or axial) forces in the integrations. Examina- 
tion of the chordwise contribution to both high- and 
low-drag VTW configurations at  wing segments with 
small and large ce values and at wing segments with 
the spoilers installed revealed a resultant error typi- 
cally in the range of fl percent but not more than 
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f 3  percent. Thus overall error in the C L , ~  values 
can typically be expected to be f 2  percent but not 
more than f 4  percent. These error ranges are with 
respect to lift on the wing alone and do not account 
for neglect of the centerbody lift, which was a func- 
tion of the angle of attack and thus varied for each 
VTW configuration. 
Pressure distribution measurements enabled the 
computation of several two-dimensional span load 
parameters which interrelate the wing lift distribu- 
tion and the downstream wake vorticity distribution. 
(See ref. 11.) Specifically, the lift centroid 3, wing 
centerline circulation ro, vorticity centroid 6 / 2 ,  and 
vorticity dispersion radius d were calculated from a 
spline fit to the right-wing lift distribution measure- 
ments by: 
~ 
Generally, 3 and r0 define the distribution of the 
wing lift with a total lift set by C L , ~ ,  whereas b / 2  
and d define the distribution of the vorticity with 
the net semispan vorticity set by the wing center- 
line circulation r0. The dispersion radius was cal- 
culated to only two significant digits because of the 
dominant radius-squared effect at  the high-gradient 
wing-tip region. All parameters were computed with 
the wing lift distribution measurements scaled to re- 
flect a C L , ~  = 0.6 test condition. This adjustment 
was made to facilitate comparisons between VTW 
configurations. Similarly, 6 and To measured on the 
wing can be compared with y and r measured in the 
downstream wake. The lift and vorticity distribu- 
tions on the wing are linked by the product (6/2)r0, 
which is representative of the impulse exerted by the 
VTW on the flow field per unit volume of fluid. For 
a given model, C L , ~ ,  and U,, the value of ( b / 2 ) r o  is 
necessarily a constant regardless of the configuration 
lift distribution. This quantity is given by 
1 
2 
= -cL,pu,sc 
In the wind tunnel investigation, with C L , ~  = 0.6, 
the ( b / 2 ) r 0  was about 5.4 m3/sec. 
At the time of this investigation, the wind tun- 
nel computer system was incapable of generating a 
complete span load from all 580 pressure orifice data 
points while simultaneously operating the data acqui- 
sition program. Instead, an additional on-line com- 
puter program utilized about half of the chordwise 
and spanwise orifice measurements to produce rough 
plots of span load for each VTW configuration while 
it was being tested in the wind tunnel. The inherent 
lack of accuracy in the rough span load calculations 
resulted in the span loads of V T W  configurations in 
group I11 not exactly matching that of VTW7So. 
Trailing-Wing Rolling-Moment Data 
Trailing-wing data were taken in both test facil- 
ities with the VTW at CL = 0.6. nailing-wing 
rolling-moment measurements were made at four 
downstream distances; near-field data were taken in 
the wind tunnel, and far-field data (with a near-field 
overlap) were taken in the water tank. The trailing- 
wing internal roll balance signal was processed dif- 
ferently in each facility. These different processing 
techniques resulted in average coefficient data c l , A V  
being obtained in both facilities and peak coefficient 
data C l , p ~  being obtained only in the water tank. 
In the wind tunnel, trailing-wing rolling-moment 
surveys were obtained at  two downstream distances, 
z/s  = 6 and 11. These distances correspond to two 
of the three downstream locations for wake velocity 
surveys. The rolling-moment signal was sent through 
a 0.1-Hz low-pass filter and then sampled at  10 points 
per second for 5 sec with the trailing wing at  a fixed 
z, y, z position. The resulting 50 points were then 
averaged and converted to coefficient form. This 
process was repeated over the cross plane at a suf- 
ficient number of positions to insure that the maxi- 
mum value of average rolling-moment coefficient had 
been measured for each vortex of significant strength. 
The maximum average rolling-moment coefficients 
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for each wind tunnel Y-2  cross plane are presented 
as CL,AV data in this report. 
In the water tank, trailing-wing rolling-moment 
surveys were obtained at three downstream dis- 
tances. z/s  = 11, 40. and 70. The near-field location 
(z /s  = 11) corresponds to the furthest downstream 
survey location in the wind tunnel. The rolling- 
moment signal from an 18-sec portion of each test 
run down the length of the tank was recorded in 
analog forni with an overall frequency response lim- 
itation of about 20 Hz. The 18-sec period was con- 
servatively chosen to avoid the stopping wave from 
thc. VTW model. (See ref. 37.) During each run, 
the trailing-wing model traversed 46 cm vertically a t  
4 c'Iii/sec through the VTW wake at a fixed lateral 
posit ion. Between runs the trailing-wing lateral po- 
sition could be changed. Runs were made with the 
trailing wing at a sufficient nuniber of fixed lateral 
positions to insure that the maximum instantaneous 
rolling monierit had been measured for each vortex 
of significant strength. These values were converted 
to coefficient form for each nominal downstream sur- 
vey location in the water tank and are presented as 
C l , p ~  in this report. Upon location of the y, z po- 
sition for each ( ; i , p~ ,  a separate run was made with 
the trailing wing fixed at that y, z position to obtain 
ail integrated, 18-scc rolling-mornent average. This 
average is riotocl iii coefficient form iis C~,A". 
Wake Velocity Data 
Wake velocity surveys were niadc behind four 
wing twist configurations (VTW4, VTW7, VTW7S0, 
and VTW7S3) in the wind tunnel a t  z/s = 1, 6, 
arid 11. As previously noted, the z /s  = 6 and 11 
posit ions matched thc trailing-wing survey positions. 
At each downstream survey position, u, v, and w 
velocities were rrieasiired over a cross plane that 
typically enconipassed 0.0 5 y/s 5 1.3 horizontally 
for all downstream positions and -0.3 5 z / s  5 0.3. 
vertically for r / s  = 1 and -0.6 5 z / s  5 0.3 vertically 
for L/S = 6 and 11. 
Wake velocity nieasurements were made with 
three orthogonal hot films mounted to a 46-cm-long 
probe attached to  thc  traverse mechanisni on the 
wind tunnel survey rig. The three hot-film elements 
werc small enoiigli to be contained by a 3-nim sphere. 
This c'orripac't n(w allowed good spatial resolution 
HI i d  ii miniiiiuni of flow field interference. Linearized 
hot -filii1 volt ;igc.s t'roni t hc anemometer arid y ,  z dig- 
i t  ;illy c ~ t i c ' o c l c c l  out piits f'rolli the travcrsc mechanism 
w ( w  sigiial m i d i t  i o t i c d  arid rcw)rdcd 0 1 1  magnetic' 
tap(' at 15 iii/scIc i t i  I:M iiit t.rrrirdi;tt(.-t)antl format 
to  iillow ;ic*cwmt(i ( l i i t  i i  transcript ion up to 5 kHz. 
Addit iorial dct ails o i l  the hot-film sensor, associated 
instrumentation, and recording techniques can be 
found in reference 38. 
The hot-film probe traversed the cross plane con- 
tinuously at 1.3 cm/sec along about 55 horizon- 
tal rows which were separated vertically by 1.3 cm 
(0.01s) in high-vorticity regions and spread to  about 
5 cm (0.04s) apart near the upper and lower cross 
plane boundaries. The traversing speed chosen was 
as low as possible to increase the measurement ac- 
curacy of the mean flow characteristics while allow- 
ing completion of a cross plane survey within 3 or 
4 hours. 
After the wind tunnel test, the analog hot-film 
voltage signals were sampled at 50 points per sec- 
ond, and 100-point running averages and standard 
deviations of the probe position and flow velocities 
were computed for each horizontal traverse of the 
cross plane by the hot-film probe. Since the hot- 
film probe traversed at  1.3 cm/sec, each 100-point 
average represented a 2.6-cm (0.02s) spatial average 
and 2.0-sec time average of the data and was sepa- 
rated horizontally by 0.0002s from the next 100-point 
average. Thus, the analog signals measured in each 
horizontal sweep of the VTW wake were transformed 
to about 6900 points, a t  which means and standard 
deviations of y, z ,  u, v, and w were estimated. This 
averaging technique was chosen as a compromise be- 
twwn accurate estimation of the mean and fluctuat- 
ing flow parameters and excessive digitization. Av- 
crag(' velocity profiles presented in this report are 
extracted from this digitized data set. 
In order to compute contours of streamwise vor- 
ticity a t  each cross plane, the irregularly spaced rows 
of Uav, vav, and wav velocities were linearly interpo- 
lated to  a uniform, 0.02s-mesh grid of U ,  V ,  and W 
velocities. The line integral of velocity around the 
square per unit area was computed to yield stream- 
wise vorticity 11 at the center of each grid square. 
This computation is identical to the more common 
formulation of strcarnwise vorticity obtained by dif- 
fercnciiig the aw/i)y and dv/dz derivatives. As il- 
lustrated in figure A2, this calculation proceeds as 
follows : 
- f U ' d e  
(W2 Around 
R 
At grid 
square cer1tc.r 
grid squarr 
a w  dv dw dV 
dy d z  dy dz 
- - 
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1 
R E  2(0.02s) [ W i , j + l  - Q , j  + W i + l , j + l  - UZ+l,j 
- %+l,j + 3i,j - @i+l,j+l + %,j+lI 
Level values of normalized vorticity (%/U,) were 
then plotted at  each cross plane. Vorticity contour 
levels of 
n s / U ,  = f e n / &  n = 0, 1, 2 . . .  
were chosen to reflect the qualitative nature of the 
data and avoid the difficulties of densely packed 
contours in high vorticity gradient regions. 
The interpolated velocities were also used to com- 
pute the total circulation: 
r =  / / R d y d z =  p U . d !  
Cross Cross 
plane plane 
boundary 
and the lateral vorticity centroid position: 
Cross 
plane 
for comparison with their counterparts measured on 
the VTW (I', and b / 2 ,  respectively). 
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Figure A l .  Comparative cross section views of VTW in wind tunnel and water tank test sections. 
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(a) Transformation of measured data to uniform grid. 
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(b) Grid square element enlarged from (a) with .ii, V ,  and W at each corner. 
Figure A2. Processing of wake velocity measurements to obtain distribution of streamwise vorticity. 
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Appendix B 
Experimental Influences 
The following sections describe in depth the re- 
sults siirrirnarized within the section entitled Effects 
of Facilities and Measurement Techniques in the dis- 
cussion. 
Aerodynamic Data 
Force balance lift and drag data were obtained 
tliroiigh an a range for the VTWl configuration in 
bot 11 test facilities to  assess any facility-produccd cf- 
fects o i l  t l ic  initial wake roll up. The CD arid CL 
data arc' plottccl against (Y in figure Bl(a) arid against 
o t c s l i  othrr iii figiirv Bl(1)). Notable in figure Bl(a) 
itre tlic higher lift curve slope obtained in the water 
tank and the iicar match of a at  CL = 0.6. Typi- 
cally, at CL = 0.6, N matched within 0.2' between 
facilities for each VTW configuration tested in both 
facilities. Sincc the water tank VTW was operating 
i i c w  the forcc balance design load at CL = 0.6, the 
water tank aerodyriamic data beyond this lift cocf- 
fic-icnt wcr(1 taken at 67 percent of the riornial frec- 
strcarii velocity. The retfiiced lift ciirvc slope i r i  the 
water tank for (?L > 0.6 may have resultcd from 
t he growt ti. with roduccd Reynolds iiiiiiil)(>r., of the 
laiiiiiiar Iradiiig-cdgc scparatiori bubblt. riotcd on thc 
VTW i i lo (I t . l  at a Ijcyiol(ls 11111iii)(~ of 1 x lo6 (Iuriiig 
t hc i i i w h t  igat ioi i  rcyort ( ~ 1  i i i  rc+roiic.c 39. 
( ;IVCW t lio riit l i ( ~  ( w r w  l i f t  ; t i id drag resohitioris 
o f  t I i v  forw l ~ l ; i i i w s  i w ( 1  i i i  thcw t cxst s, at tc.inpt s 
;it i i i o i c  clowly cwrrclat iiig t lit. (lata of figurc B l (b )  
~i i i iy  h ( ~ i i i  liiiwiirriiiit cd .  H o w c ~ c ~ .  t he poor rcso- 
l i l t  ioiis ;tpply oiily for a siiiglc point nicasiirciiicnt . 
iiot for tlic fi~ial  filterctl and averagcd rneasurciiiciits. 
Tlicsci sairipliiig t cchiiiqucs damp out random bal- 
aiicr "iioisc" and t hcrcby enhance the rneasurcriirnt 
rqwat ability while resulting in a incasurenient which 
may still includc a static offset, or bias. Thus, data 
trcntls will tw siiioothed without actually being iiiorc 
accwxt e. I~ idc t~ l ,  t ic similar naturc of the curvcs in 
figure I31 ( 1 ) )  lwars this out and points to possiblc (r 
r c ~ f t w i i w  fraiiic. offsrts or static forcc balance biases 
as tlic caiisc of the. data disagreeiiiciits. 
As it11 cxaiiiplc of sirriplr flow angularity effects 
i i i  tlic wiiid tiiiiricl and a offset effects in the wa- 
t cr taiik, fignrc. B l ( c )  prcwiits the range of possihlc 
('u aiid ( 'L  data bascd oil angle-of-att ack inaccura- 
cics lwt wwii fO.8" in Iwth facilitics. These curves 
w ( w  c-oi i iprit  od froiii thr origiii;il VTW 1 forcr bal- 
c i i ~ ~ ~ ( ~  i t i (~ i s l l r (~ i i i (~ i i t  5 of noriiial arid axial forces ;tiid 
t l i c i i  t raiisforiii(d to l i f t  a i i d  drag data througli thc 
:t(t.j\~ht (VI tiiigl('-of-iit t ; i ~ k  riiiig(', (1 fO.8'. 111 tlip wind 
t r i i i i i v l .  ;iiiglo-of-;it t tick ili;ic~ciiracic~h c*oul(l rc.sult frorii 
flow angularities a t  the VTW model location near 
the entrance cone to  the test section. A vertical flow 
angularity of about 0.3' a t  this test section position 
was indicated in reference 33, in which positive lift 
a t  a = 0' was measured on a symmetric wing-body 
model similar in size to  the VTW. Reference 39 re- 
ports on a test of the VTWl configuration nearer the 
longitudinal midpoint of this wind tunnel test section 
in which zero lift was obtained at  a = 0". This result 
conflicts with the positive CL obtained in this inves- 
tigation, and this difference again indicates a vertical 
flow angularity at the front of the test section. 
In the water tank, angle-of-attack inaccuracies 
were possible because a was set with reference to 
the angle between the VTW niodel carriage structure 
and the VTW vertical-blade niounting beams. This 
setup would have allowed an angle-of-attack offset 
to be carried through all water tank runs. As seen 
in figure Bl(c) ,  such angle-of-attack inaccuracies can 
easily allow correlation of the lift and drag data with- 
out regard to the possibility of balance bias. For 
exaniple. figures Bl(d)  and Bl(e) show CL and Cb 
as coniputcd from the original VTWl data sets but 
based on a +().So flow angularity in the wind tunnel 
arid a -0.5' reference frame offset in the water tank. 
With these corrcctions, the lift arid drag data cor- 
relate well through CL = 0.6 and even produce the 
proper lower water tank C:b relative to the wind tun- 
iirl ('b (since centerlmiy forces were not measured 
in the water tank investigation). Figure Bl(e)  in- 
dicatw rniniirial facility-induced effects on the VTW 
wake roll up since a given lift and drag are shown to 
correlate between the test facilities under plausible 
angle refercncc frame assumptions. 
Even though N inaccuracies are indicated hy other 
iiivc.stigat ions and by thc correlation of data from 
the two test facilities, direct flow anglc rneasurernents 
were not inadr in cithcr facility. Bccausc CD is very 
serisitivc to N corrections (a 1" correction in angle 
of attack c h a i i g t ~  ('D by 33 percciit) arid the exact 
a corrtlction for cach facility is iiukiiowii, the CD 
data cittd in this report arc uncorrcctcd and are 
useful niainly iii drag comparisons between VTW 
configiirat ioris in thc same facility. 
Figure B2 illustrates the effects of the wind tunnel 
survey rig on the aerodynamic data. With the survey 
rig at its closcst location to the VTW (at S / S  = 1 
behind the right wing), the a required for a specified 
CL is reduced 0.6', wiiig stall btgins a t  2' lowcar N, 
arid rnaxiiiiiiiii ('L is roducod by 0.04 wheu rcferciiced 
to thcsc nicasiireirieiits a t  z/s  = 6 and 11. Prc:: '+iirc 
distritnit ion ineasureiiiciits 011 the right wiiig with the 
survey rig at T / S  = I and 11 verifird thc' incrcasc>d 
spaii load for a given a with the survey rig closer to 
the model. Figure B2 also shows that for CL = 0.6, 
CD was 21 percent lower for z/s = 1 than z/s = 11. 
This fact, along with the offset drag curves and a 
small negative rolling moment on the VTW, indicates 
that t,he proximity of the survey rig caused a vertical 
flow angularity across the right wing. The mean flow 
angularity difference across the entire wing between 
the near and far survey rig positions can be deduced 
from the difference in CD measurements at a given 
CL. For CL = 0.6 with the survey rig at  z/s = 11 
we have: 
CD = 0.030 = C, sin CY - CA COS Q 21 0 . 6 ~ ~  - CA 
I 
For CL = 0.6 and the survey rig at z/s = 1 to induce 
a mean flow angularity (CY,), we have: 
CD = 0.0237 = CN sin(a + a,) 
I - CA COS(Q + CY,) 2 0.6(a + CY,) - CA 
Differencing these equations gives a, = 0.6' and 
verifies the CY offset shown in figure B2. Therefore, 
the survey rig at  z/s = 1 was inducing a mean right 
wing upwash at the model of well above 0.6'. This 
upwash caused the offset drag curves and resulted in 
a lower maximum CL because of asymmetric stall. 
at its nearest position to the VTW was due to its 
possible effect on the wake development. This effect 
was negated for the most part by making the wake 
velocity meaburements at the cy required to give 
CL = 0.6. This adjustment still left a residual swirl 
the survey rig at x / s  = 1. Aerodynamic and span 
influenced by the survey rig since these data were all 
obtained with the survey rig at z/s = 11. 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I The concern for the influence of the survey rig 
I 
, induced by the asymmetric loading of the VTW with 
load data, other than those of figure B2, were not 1 
Span Load Data 
Table V compares the force-balance-measured lift 
and pressure-integrated lift for VTW configurations 
tested in the wind tunnel. (Data for VTW7S2 are not 
included since pressure distribution measurements 
were not taken.) Errors presented in columns 4 
and 5 of this table are relative to the force-balance- 
determined lift coefficient. The fourth column gives 
the error in the wing integrated lift and the fifth 
column gives the error in the lift on the wing and 
centerbody combination. 
Failure to incorporate the centerbody lift results 
in significant negative error. Extrapolation of center- 
body lift from experimental measurements of cylin- 
drical bodies alone (refs. 40 and 41) cannot account 
for the lift deficit shown. To account for the influence 
of the wing on the centerbody, a potential-flow panel 
method (ref. 42) was used to model the VTW wing 
and centerbody combination. Runs were made for 
VTW1 at CY = 0' and 8' and the predicted center- 
body lift contributions at  both angles of attack were 
used to determine dCL,CB/da, which was then multi- 
plied by Q at CL 21 0.6 for each VTW configuration 
to approximate CL,CB. The predicted d C L , c B / d a  
(about 0.002 per degree, based on the VTW wing 
reference area) is substantially above experimental 
body-alone measurements, and its inclusion in the 
comparison of C L , ~  with CL brings the agreement 
between these lift values well within the pressure in- 
strumentation and force balance accuracy envelope. 
The span load measurements were used to com- 
pute the value of 3, ro, b/2, and a. Table VI(a) 
presents these parameters for the VTW span loads 
measured in the wind tunnel; table VI(b) presents 
the same quantities for elementary span loads for 
comparison. Since pressure distribution measure- 
ments were not made on the centerbody, the pa- 
rameters of table VI(a) cannot include this contri- 
bution. As a result, the wing centerline circulation 
and dispersion radius were underestimated and the 
centroidal lift and vorticity positions for the wing and 
centerbody combination were overestimated. 
Figure B3 illustrates the typical span load asym- 
metry found at  the wing centerline in the wind tun- 
nel tests. The twist distribution and span load are 
presented for VTW3; however, the asymmetry was 
noted for all measured span loads. This asymmctry 
was not due to asymmetric wing twist or wind tunnel 
swirl flow. because the VTW rolling-moment coeffi- 
cient was negligible. Therefore, the asymmetry was 
likely due either to a localized flow asymmetry at  the 
wing centerline or to defective pressure instrumenta- 
tion. The data of table VI(a), combined with the 
wake velocity and trailing-wing data, revealed that 
the span load asymmetry was caused by a tunnel 
flow asymmetry. This result will be discussed along 
with the wake velocity data. 
Trailing-Wing Rolling-Moment Data 
Historically, the trailing-wing rolling-moment sur- 
vey technique has been utilized as a simple method to 
quantify local regions of angular momentum within 
aircraft-generated wakes. These measurements have 
commonly been applied to indicate the roll upset 
hazard presented to a small aircraft in the vortex 
wake of a large aircraft. (See refs. 16 to 27.) Typ- 
ically, experimental tests have utilized trail-to-lead 
aircraft (or model) span ratios from 17 percent to 
23 percent; however, for this investigation the ra- 
tio of the trailing-wing span to the VTW span was 
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only about 13 percent. This relatively smaller trail- 
ing wing can be immersed more completely within 
the viscous vortex core region of the wake, so that 
the rolling-moment measurements are more sensitive 
to vortex core changes. Along with the increased 
sensitivity come a higher variation in rolling moment 
with trailing-wing position relative to the vortex core 
and a lowered capability to measure the roll hazard 
to larger encountering aircraft. Thus the assessment 
of test facility effects on the unsteady trajectory of 
the vortices is imperative to determine the correla- 
tion and importance of peak and long-time-average 
rolling-moment data. 
Downstream distance effects on peak and aver- 
age C1,TW data nieasured in the water tank are il- 
lustrated in figure B4. Peak data Cl,pK were de- 
rived with the trailing wing traversing vertically, as 
shown in figures B4(a), (c), and (e). The oscillations 
apparent at  x/s = 70 in figure B4(e) were a result 
of the vortex meandering about the traversing wing, 
not multiple vortices, since these data are for the 
untwisted wing (VTWl), which developed a single 
vortex per sernispan. Development of vortex mean- 
der with downstream distance is more apparent in 
figures B4(b), (d) ,  arid ( f ) ,  in which c l , A V  data were 
taken by fixing the trailing-wing 9, z position to that 
at which C l , p ~  was obtained and averaging Cll,TW 
over an 18-sec period. At x/s = 11, the nearly con- 
stant C~,TW signal at thc center of the vortex indi- 
cates negligible nicandcr lcvels. VTW configurations 
with wing twist exhibited slightly higher (;l,TW fluc- 
tuatioris at z/s  = 11, but c1,AV was still at  70 to 
95 percent of (Jl,pK. As the vortex wake progressed 
downstream, meander became much more signifi- 
cant; c l , A V  was typically reduced to 40 to 60 per- 
cent of Cl,pK at  x / s  = 40 and 20 to 40 percent of 
C;[,pK at  x / s  = 70. By z/s = 70, c l ,TW was cyclic 
with a wavelength of about 14s. This pattern cor- 
relates with the Crow instability, the predominant 
long-wavelength disturbance of vortex wakes in free 
air under neutrally stable atniospheric conditions. 
(See refs. 43 and 44.) 
As shown in figure B4, c l , T W  fluctuations over 
the 18-sec averaging period used to obtain c 1 , A v  
(equivalent to three periods of the Crow instability) 
were dominated by the long-wavelength Crow insta- 
bility rather than the smaller scale turbulence pro- 
duced at the wing. Vortex meander amplitude can 
bo approxiniatcd from thr  length of the trailing-wing 
vert ical traversc bctwoerl (Jl,TW peaks. Measurement 
of this travcrscl Iciigth yic’ltls an arnplitudc of 0.1s to 
0 .2s  at s/s = 70. k i t i i s ~  meander amplitude was 
atf(xct (vi by t fic pr(wii(*o of t,hr trailing-wing model, a 
cwiiwrvat ivo ost irnatc woiild place thc rrieander am- 
plit udc at about a trailiiig-wing semispan, or 0.13s, 
in order to cause Ci,TW sign reversals between C1,l-W 
peaks. Thus, water tank C1,TW data such as those 
shown in figure B4 identify a nearly negligible level 
of vortex meander at x / s  = 11 which amplifies to a 
substantial (and, as will be discussed, unexpectedly 
high) level at  x/s = 40 and 70. 
Vortex meander was also of concern in the wind 
tunnel for both rolling-moment and wake velocity 
surveys. Two previous vortex wake investigations no- 
ticed significant meander near x / s  = 6 in this wind 
tunnel. In reference 45, an unsteady 10-sec trailing- 
wing rolling-moment average was noted in the wake 
of a wing-tip blowing model lifting at  about CL = 
0.6, and in reference 14, vortex meander was visu- 
ally estimated to be about 0.3 m in amplitude down- 
stream of a 1.6-m-semispan multisegmented flapped 
wing, also lifting at  about CL = 0.6. Indeed, the hot- 
film measurements taken downstream of the VTW 
during this investigation indicate a meander ampli- 
tude ranging from a low of about 0.2s at  X / S  = 1 UP 
to about 0.2s at  x / s  = 11. Because of the 0.1-Hz 
low-pass filtering applied to the Cl,TW data, the pre- 
dominant meander wavelengths could not be deter- 
mined; however, the 5-sec sampling period (about 
12 periods of the Crow instability) assures that any 
unsteadiness in the c l , A V  measurement must be due 
to longer wavelength disturbances originating within 
the wind tunnel circuit. 
Clearly, a valid comparison cannot be made of 
wind tunnel and water tank Cl,AV data at x/s = 11 
(the only common downstream measurement loca- 
tion) since the vortex meander level was much greater 
in the wind tunnel. As a result of the disproportion- 
ate meander, wind tunnel c l , A V  data were typically 
much lower than those measured in the water tank. 
Also C~,AV measured within each facility cannot be 
used as a relative indicator of the vortex upset be- 
cause the averaging period for these data (several cy- 
cles of the Crow instability) was far beyond reason- 
able response times for encountering aircraft. Scaling 
the water tank and wind tunnel averaging periods 
such that the VTW represents a full-scale transport 
airplane yields times of about 18 and 64 sec, respec- 
tively, as the characteristic response time for a gen- 
eral aviation aircraft intercepting a wide-body trans- 
port aircraft wake. A comparison of these averaging 
periods with the typical 1- to 3-sec period of a vor- 
tex encounter shows that the experimental averaging 
periods are far from characteristic aircraft roll re- 
sponse times. Specifying a full-scale resporise time of 
0.5 sec correlates with an experimental downstream 
wake averaging length of about 1.3 VTW scrni- 
spans. Incorporation of the 0.1-Hz low-pass filter in 
the wind tunnel data system rendered CL,TW vari- 
ations undetectable for signal fluctuatioris at  wave- 
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lengths less than about 100 VTW semispans. In 
comparison, the water tank data system limitation 
of 20 Hz corresponded to wavelengths of about 0.13 
VTW semispans. Thus the water tank Cl ,pK data 
contained rolling-moment fluctuations with a period 
equivalent to about 0.05 sec at  full scale. 
It should be noted that the amplification of the 
Crow instability found in the water tank was much 
greater than that called for in reference 43. However, 
this prediction assumes an unbounded wake and 
no direct relation between atmospheric turbulence 
and the amplification rate. References 3, 46, and 
47 all demonstrate that Crow’s mutual induction 
instability should grow more rapidly with increasing 
turbulence level, and reference 48 demonstrates that 
the amplification should increase as the ground plane 
is approached. Experimental verification of these 
analyses is contained in reference 49. Results of 
these studies and the VTW investigation suggest 
reproduce the long wavelength instabilities found in 
free air without very small scale models (relative 
the test section turbulence to the desired free-air 
condition. Unless these criteria are met, average 
trailing-wing rolling moments are unreliable because 
they represent a long time average taken over a 
spatial region of the model vortex flow field which 
may not match that of the full-scale aircraft. 
All these considerations limit the applicability 
of the cl,Av data. Instead of quantifying the roll 
hazard posed to a following aircraft, these data when 
referenced against C1,pK data are a better indicator 
of the vortex meander level. Therefore, c1 ,pK data 
(where available) will be emphasized over c l ,A\ i  data 
in evaluating the attainment of downstream vortex 
alleviation by a VTW configuration. 
rolling-moment surveys has been the possibility of 
the trailing wing stalling while embedded in the high 
tangential velocities of the vortex core. In a previ- 
ous investigation, the possibility of stall was lessened 
when the trailing wing was centered in the vortex by 
counter twisting the right and left wing panels of the 
trailing wing to oppose the vortex rotational flow and 
reduce the net angle of attack along the wing. (See 
ref. 8.) Trailing-wing stall was not a problem during 
the VTW investigation, as evidenced by figure B4(a), 
in which the trailing-wing rolling moment increases 
and decreases smoothly as the trailing model ascends 
directly through the center of the most intense vortex 
measured. (VTWl at  z/s  = 11 had the highest mea- 
sured C1,PK.) Figure B4(b) shows the trailing wing 
constantly centered in the vortex (with negligible me- 
ander), and the resulting flat C~,TW time history does 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I that model studies cannot be expected to properly 
to the test facility) and without accurately scaling I 
~ , 
1 
I 
I 
I Another concern regarding the trailing-wing 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
not resemble the unsteady signal that would be ex- 
pected with a highly stalled wing. Simple rolling- 
moment calculations indicate that a stalled trailing 
wing would have a Cl ,pK of at least 0.13, which is 
30 percent higher than any C1,pK obtained in these 
tests. This calculation is based on an elliptical load 
distribution on each semispan with a minimum and 
maximum ce of f0 .65 (at the midsemispan) chosen 
conservatively to reflect the 1.7 x lo5 chord Reynolds 
number of the trailing wing (ref. 50). Many of the 
previous investigations were conducted at transport 
aircraft landing approach lift conditions (CL 2 1.2). 
The much lower CL of 0.6 used in the VTW inves- 
tigation resulted in reduced tangential velocity fields 
and made stall much less likely. 
By 70 semispans downstream, the wakes of three 
VTW configurations (VTW4, VTW7S0, and 
VTW7S2) had descended to nearly a semispan above 
the water tank floor. Below this height, wake decay 
can be substantially affected by the ground plane; 
however, the trailing-wing measurements indicated 
that this effect was negligible through z/s  = 70. 
The c l , p K  data for VTW4 (fig. 14) remained essen- 
tially constant with downstream distance rather than 
showing any enhanced decay, as would be caused by 
ground effect between 40 and 70 semispans down- 
stream. It is possible that the outer perimeter of 
the wake oval had been influenced by the ground 
plane, but the effects had not yet propagated into 
the relatively small vortex core region surveyed by 
the trailing-wing model. 
Wake Velocity Data 
This section addresses the effects of the wind tun- 
nel and measurerrient techniques on the accuracy of 
the wake velocity data. Accuracy of the data local to 
vortex cores will be considered first, along with prob- 
lems with the hot-film probe and vortex meander and 
their interrelation with the velocity data averaging 
technique. Next, similar accuracy evaluations will 
be made for the low-velocity gradient regions well 
outside the vortex cores. Finally, overall accuracy 
at  the three downstream measurement planes will be 
examined by referencing wake-integrated parameters 
to the corresponding parameters derived from wing 
span load measurements. 
Typical hot-film probe traverses through the 
wakes of two VTW configurations in the wind tunnel 
at  z/s = 1 and 11 are shown in figures B5 through 
B7. These figures show the w and u velocity com- 
ponents as sampled at 50 points per second and as 
100-point averages, and also present the standard de- 
viation corresponding to the averaged signal. Each 
traverse was made horizontally and crossed near the 
mean center position of a vortex of major strength. 
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Identical scales are maintained for each of the w 
coniponent figures and for each of the u component 
figures to facilitate comparisons. Figures B5 and 
I36 contrast the dominant vortices of VTW7So and 
VTW7S3 at z/s  = 1. The turbulent spoiler wake of 
VTW7So is also crossed near its center in figure B5. 
The effects of vortex meander and downstream dis- 
tance on the velocity data (in this case presented for 
the wake of VTW7So) are apparent in figure B7. 
Vortex cores and the turbulent spoiler wake pre- 
sented an unsteady high-velocity gradient flow to the 
hot-film probe. and as a result the measured veloc- 
ity data were contaminated by probe Oscillation at 
abut 15 Ilz and by flow field meander with its dom- 
iiiarit freqiicwcics well below 5 Hz. The probe oscilla- 
tion was noted visually throughout the wind tunnel 
trst; its frequency was determined by power spectral 
analysis of a sariiplc of hot-film voltages digitized at 
8000 points per second (ref. 38). Maximum probe 
tip vclocity was estimated to be *O.lU, based on 
a conscrvative 0.08s peak-to-peak probe oscillation 
arnplit udc in high-velocity gradients. For the hot- 
film probr traversing at .Ols/sec (1.3 cm/sec), the 
peak probe osc illat iori vclocitics would then be ex- 
pected at intervals of approximately 0.0003s. These 
p r o h  oscillation velocities would thus be separated 
from t lic lower-frcqueiicy and much higher amplitude 
velocity cixcursions prodirccd hy both flow field me- 
;tndcr r i ( w  vort cx corw a ~ i d  thc. spoilrr wakc. Mean- 
der ca~isccl vrlocity Huct uilt ioiis ;y)proachirig f0.511, 
at s/s = 1, wherc a vortcx with a vertical voloc- 
ity diff(writial of ~ipI)roxirn,ttcly ti, over a core tli- 
;uric~tc~r of a h i t  0.03s could sweep through a mean- 
der amplitude of about 0.02s. As stated previously, 
observation of the wake velocity data a t  vortex in- 
tercepts detcrrnined a meander amplitude that rose 
z/s = 11. This rncander amplification is detectable 
in figures B6 to  I38 by a comparison of the lateral 
spreads of the largc velocity fluctuations around vor- 
tex cores between r / s  = 1 and z/s = 11. 
Figures I35 through I37 are examples of the hot- 
filii1 iricasured velocities with the interwoven effects 
of probe oscillations. vortex meander, vortex decay, 
a r i d  the 100-point averaging technique. Although at  
first glance tho averaged velocities might give the 
iriiprcwioii that they represent a good “smoothed” 
clctcriiiiriat iori of the velocity field, further analysis 
shows that tht. avcragirig tt.chiiiqiie arid vortex me- 
mi( iw sigiiificaiitly affoct c d  thc rncasured velocities, 
vorticity, a i i c l  (bir(*liliit on locsal t o  a vort1.x core. Fig- 
iirc 118 illlist rates siitiiililtcd hot-fill11 avc>ragcd rnett- 
s i i r o i i i m t  o f  U I  ;txisyiliiiictric vorttlx with a (:aussiari 
vorticity (list ribtit ion which rcsultcyl in a core radius 
of 0.02s, a Iiiaxiiiiiiiii tarigcritial velocity of 0.5U,, 
I from about 0.02s at z/s  = 1 to approximately 0.2s a t  
and a large-radius circulation of 0.088Uws. These 
values are similar to those for the vortices of sev- 
eral VTW configurations. Meander was modeled as 
a pure lateral translation of the flow field with respect 
to the hot-film probe, probe oscillation was not mod- 
eled, and wav was computed as a running average 
over the averaging length and meander amplitude. 
Neglecting probe oscillation and the vertical compo- 
nents of meander certainly causes this simulation to 
understate the problem, but as shown in figure B8, 
increasing meander forces the averaged velocity, vor- 
ticity, arid circulation profiles to niiniic rapid vortex 
decay. 
Flow field meander has long plagued vortex wake 
investigations and has instigated the development of 
several measurement systems, such as rapid-sweeping 
hot wires (ref. 51) and rapid-scanning laser velocinie- 
ters (refs. 52 and 53), which are capable of relatively 
high frequency response measurements over a very 
limited region of the flow. However, to  the knowledge 
of the authors, nonintrusive techniques are not yet 
available for near-instantaneous mapping of an en- 
tire velocity cross plane. As a result, the alternative 
low-speed traverse measurement technique utilized in 
this investigation suffers from significant error local 
to vortex cores. The best of the core ~ i iea~urenien t~  at 
z /s  = 1 with the smallest nieander amplitude (0.02s) 
can be expected to show a 20-percent loss in thc peak 
core velocity, a 40-percent loss in thc peak vorticity, 
and a small local circulation overshoot. The circula- 
tion overshoots arc danipetl to  the large-radius cir- 
culation via integration of the very small negativc 
predicted vorticity at large radius. Both local cir- 
culation overshoots and peak vorticity offsets from 
vortex centerlines predicted by tho simulation are ex- 
hibited in VTW wakes by z /s  = 11. These correla- 
tions confirm that the implied rapid vortex decay by 
this downstream distance was a measurement fallacy. 
Other filtering, sampling, and averaging techniques 
were investigated, but hot-film probe oscillations and 
flow field meander overwhelmed attempts to obtain 
highly accurate and detailed vortex core flows at  thr 
downstream distances surveyed. 
In contrast to  the high-velocity gradient regions, 
outside of vortex cores and turbulent spoiler wakes, 
the effects of hot-film probe oscillations, flow field 
meander, and the 100-point averaging technique were 
negligible. Here the minimal probe oscillatiotl was 
essentially filtered out by the averaging 
and flow field meandcr forced spatial averaging over 
esseritially lincyir gratliciit ficld. AS result , mean 
values representative of the actual vdocity a t  thc 
centor of the averagirig vol~irrlr w ( w  prodiiced. These 
points are evident in the wakc velocity tracw of 
figures B5 through B7 and iii the sirnulatcd wake 
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measurements shown in figure B8. At one semispan 
downstream, figure B8 indicates that the effects of 
the averaging technique and flow field meander are 
negligible beyond 0.03s away from vortex centers. 
But by 11 semispans downstream, the measurements 
are contaminated with these effects at vortex radii of 
up to 0.2s. 
Overall flow field measurement accuracy was as- 
I sessed by comparing the wake-integrated values of 
r and y with the corresponding two-dimensional in- 
viscid invariants ro and b / 2  derived from the span 
I load measurements. Because of viscous decay and 
the three-dimensional nature of the wake roll up, the 
wake-integrated parameters I? and y are not neces- 
, 
, 
I 
I 
I 
sarily invariant. However, these effects are small over 
the wind-tunnel-tested x/s range and would certainly 
lower r values as vorticity was diffused and cancelled 
across the wake centerline, and would also cause jj to 
vary inversely with I‘ to conserve the initial impulse 
of wake-integrated and span-load-measured circula- 
tion and vorticity centroid (fig. B9) shows a contrary 
trend, with r increasing well beyond ro and y re- 
maining at about 0.85 to 0.95 b / 2  as x / ~  increases. 
Plotted ratios of r/r0 were adjusted to account for 
small C, and Lrw differences between wake velocity 
runs and span load measurement runs. These differ- 
ences had no effect on the j j / ( b / 2 )  ratio since each 
parameter is dependent on the ratio of two similarly 
varying quantities: yr versus r for y, and C L , ~  ver- 
sus c ! , ~  for b / 2 .  Both wake-measured parameters (r 
and y) inherently included the effect of the center- 
body, whereas the wing-span-load-measured ro and 
b / 2  neglected centerbody effects. 
The r and 9 measurements, along with the pre- 
viously mentioned wing centerline span load asym- 
metry, were indications of a minor wind tunnel flow 
asymmetry, possibly combined with a small model in- 
stallation asymmetry. Recall that wind tunnel swirl 
was judged to be negligible since force balance mea- 
surements of VTW rolling moment were insignificant. 
Trailing-wing rolling-moment data and vorticity con- 
tours provided the information essential to deduce 
the mechanism for the unexpected wake circulation 
and vorticity centroid results. 
Figure BlO shows the differences in vortex core 
positions as determined by wake velocity measure- 
ments (yn) and trailing-wing measurements (YTW). 
All wake velocity surveys were made behind the right 
wing; however, for three of the four VTW configu- 
rations with wake velocity measurements, trailing- 
wing measurements were obtained behind the left 
wing. The core positions obtained with each tech- 
nique agreed only for VTW7S3, the configuration on 
which both trailing-wing and wake velocity data were 
I per unit fluid volume, yr. However, the comparison 
I 
taken behind the right wing. The other three configu- 
rations show a significant and enlarging difference in 
measured core positions with downstream distance 
in figure B10. The increasing difference indicates 
a right-to-left flow angularity which forces the right 
wing vortex inboard (as determined by yn) and the 
left wing vortex outboard (as determined by YTW). 
The data trends shown in figure B10 indicate a mean 
angularity of 0.4’ along the test section length. Span 
load asymmetry at wing centerline thus resulted from 
centerbody blockage of lower wing surface flow just 
left of centerline. 
The net effect of the lateral flow angularity on the 
wake velocity measurements is believed to be more 
complicated. Lateral flow provided several mecha- 
nisms for the circulation and vorticity centroid trends 
evidenced in figure B9. Figure B l l ( a )  illustrates a 
possible wake development in which the first mea- 
surement cross plane essentially encompasses only 
the VTW vorticity field. The lateral flow now in- 
duces “lift” (side force) on the vertical VTW support 
blade. This lift then convects additional vorticity 
across the wake centerline-and eventually the wind 
tunnel centerline-with increasing downstream dis- 
tance, and the measured r is thus forced above that 
expected from the wing-alone ro value. The nega- 
tive vorticity from the bottom of the blade was not 
measured since it was shed below the lower bounds of 
the velocity survey region. Additionally, the center- 
body, even though carrying only 1 to 3 percent of the 
total model lift, may have shed significant vorticity 
because of its long slender profile. This too would in- 
crease r with downstream distance as the centerbody 
wake was convected across the wind tunnel center- 
line into the downstream measurement cross planes. 
Measurements of y would be expected to remain be- 
low the b / 2  dictated by span load data because of 
the addition of vorticity at small y displacements 
and because the y was computed with respect to the 
wind tunnel centerline rather than the continually 
leftward shifting wake centerline. This type of sce- 
nario is borne out by several downstream measured 
vorticity cross planes, such as that of VTW7S3 shown 
in figure B l l (b )  recontoured a t  lower R levels. By 
x / s  = 6, the support blade vorticity (and possibly 
that of the centerbody) was substantially wrapped 
into the right-wing wake, with its residual vorticity 
at such low levels that it was not typically visible 
at the vorticity contour levels chosen for the VTW 
wakes in the remainder of this report. 
In view of the inherent accuracy limitations of 
the wake velocity data near vortex cores and the 
possible contamination of the wake survey region 
beyond x/s = 1 with VTW support blade and/or 
centerbody vorticity, the wake velocity data can be 
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treated as quantitatively accurate only at  x/s = 1. 
Even here. 10 to 20 percent accuracy is the limit, 
as shown in figures B8 and B9. At the two further 
downstream measurement locations, x / s  = 6 and 
11, these data can be viewed as only qualitatively 
correct useful mainly in judging whether complete 
merger of multiple vortices within the wake had oc- 
curred. For these reasons, and to facilitate com- 
parisons, the vorticity data derived from the wake 
velocity surveys are presented at identical contour 
levels for all VTW configurations and downstream 
survey locations. Normalized vorticity contour lev- 
els ( n s / U ,  = f e n / 2 .  n = o, 1, 2, ...) were cho- 
sen to reflect the qualitative nature of the data and 
avoid the difficulties of densely packed contours in 
high-vorticity gradient regions (as seen, for exam- 
ple. in fig. B l l (b ) ) .  Averaged vortex velocities are 
presented only for x / s  = 1, as are comparisons of 
predicted and measured wake development. 
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(a) Force balance measurements referenced to geometric a. Open symbols are plotted on the left-hand CD 
scale and solid symbols are plotted on the expanded CD scale at the right. 
Figure Bl .  Wind tunnel and water tank aerodynamic data for VTW1. 
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(b) Force balance measurements of CD versus C,. Open symbols are plotted on the left-hand CD scale and 
solid symbols are plotted on the expanded CD scale at the right. 
Figure B1. Continued. 
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(c) Possible ranges of C, and C, data for VTWl  based on angle-of-attack inaccuracies between k0.8'. 
Figure B1. Continued. 
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(d) Recomputed lift and drag coefficients based on a,, = f0.5' in the wind tunnel and a,, = -0.5' in the water 
tank. Open symbols are plotted on the left-hand CD scale and solid symbols are plotted on the expanded 
Cu scale at the right. 
Figure B1. Continued. 
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(e) c& versus Ci based on CY, = +0.5' in the wind tunnel and CY, = -0.5' in the water tank. Open symbols 
are plotted on the left-hand C, scale and solid symbols are plotted on the expanded CD scale at the right. 
Figure B1. Concluded. 
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Figure B2. Effect of wind tunnel survey rig at z /s  = 1 and 11 on aerodynamic data for VTW7. Open symbols 
are plotted on the left-hand CD scale and solid symbols are plotted on the expanded CD scale at the right. 
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Figure B3. Typical span load data illustrating asymmetry of span load across wing centerline. 
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(b) z/s  = 11, trailing wing at constant z.  
Figure B4. Time histories of C~,TW taken behind V T W l  in water tank at z /s  = 11, 40, and 70. 
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(d) z/s  = 40, trailing wing at constant z.  
Figure B4. Continued. 
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Figure B4. Concluded. 
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(a) Vertical velocity data. 
Figure B5. Typical vertical and axial velocity profiles at z/s = 1 taken in the wake of VTW7So a t  
Z / S  = 0.089 through a high-turbulence region and a vortex core. 
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(b) Axial velocity data. 
Figure B5. Concluded. 
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(a) Vertical velocity data. 
Figure B6. Typical vertical and axial velocity profiles at z/s  = 1 taken at Z/S = 0.024 through a vortex core 
for a VTW configuration without spoilers, splines, or drag plates (VTW7S3). 
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(b) Axial velocity data. 
Figure B6. Concluded. 
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(a) Vertical velocity data. 
Figure B7. Typical vertical and axial velocity profiles at Z/S = 11 taken in the wake of VTW7So at 
z / s  = 0.021 through a vortex core. 
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(b) Axial velocity data. 
Figure B7. Concluded. 
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Figure B8. Simulated vortex wake measurements under varying levels of spatial averaging caused by vortex 
meander and data-averaging technique. True flow field is represented by zero averaging length and zero 
meander amplitude. 
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Figure B9. Ratios of wake-integrated and span-load-derived values of circulation and vorticity centroid. 
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Figure B11. Possible effects of wind tunnel lateral flow angularity on wake velocity measurements. 
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Figure B11. Concluded. 
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16 Abstract 
Vortex wake alleviatiori studies wmc condiictcd in a wind tuniiel and a water towing tank using a 
iii i i l t  iscgnitwt c d  wing rriodel which provided controlled arid measured variations in span load. Fourteen 
i i i oc l c~ l  coiifigiiriitioiis w ( w  testcd at a Reynolds iiunibcr of 1 x lo6 and a lift coefficient of 0.6 in the Langley 
4- by 7-Mctci. r h i i ~ i ( ~ l  iiIld t lit. Ilydronautics Ship Model Basin water tank at Hydroriautics, h c . ,  Laurel, 
M d .  1)c.t ; i i l td  iiiwsiirwi(~it s of sp;iii load arid wake velocities at onc semispan downst rcaiii correlatcd well 
wit I1 cac:i ot l i c ~ .  wit 11 inviscid prcdict ioiis of spaii load and wake roll up, arid wit h peak t railing-wing rolling 
i~ioiiicwts i i~~as i i r (d  in the far wakc. Averagc t railing-wing rolling moments were found to be an unreliable 
iiidicator of vortex wakc intensity becausc vortex meandcr did riot scale bctwccn test facilities and free-air 
coliditions. A tapercd-span-load configuration, which exhibited little or no drag penalty. was shown to offer 
sigiiificarit downstream wake allcviat ion to a small trailing wing. The greater downstream wake alleviation 
achicved with t he addition of spoilers to a flapped-wing configuration was shown to result directly froni the 
liigli iricrerriciital drag and turbulcncc associated with the spoilers and not from tlie span load alteration 
t1ic.y caused. 
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